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Abstract (English) 

Cells that contain an abnormal number of chromosomes are called aneuploid. 

High rates of aneuploidy in cancer are correlated with an increased frequency 

of chromosome missegregation, termed chromosomal instability (CIN). High 

levels of aneuploidy and CIN are both associated with cancers that are resistant 

to treatment. Although aneuploidy and CIN are typically detrimental to cell 

growth, they can aid in adaptation to selective pressures. Here, we induced 

extremely high rates of chromosome missegregation in yeast to determine how 

cells adapt to CIN over time. We find that adaptation to CIN initially occurs 

through many different individual chromosomal aneuploidies. Interestingly, the 

adapted yeast strains acquire complex karyotypes with specific subsets of the 

beneficial aneuploid chromosomes. These complex aneuploidy patterns are 

governed by synthetic genetic interactions between individual chromosomal 

abnormalities, which we refer to as chromosome copy number interactions 

(CCNIs). Given enough time, distinct karyotypic patterns in separate yeast 

populations converge on a refined complex aneuploid state. Surprisingly, some 

chromosomal aneuploidies that provided an advantage early on in adaptation 

are eventually lost due to negative CCNIs with even more beneficial aneuploid 

chromosome combinations. Together, our results show how cells adapt by 

obtaining specific complex aneuploid karyotypes in the presence of CIN. 
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Abstract (Deutsch) 

Zellen mit einer abnormalen Anzahl an Chromosomen werden als Aneuploide 

bezeichnet. Hohe Aneuploidieraten in Krebs korrelieren mit einer erhöhten 

Chromosomenfehlverteilung, der so genannten chromosomalen Instabilität 

(CIN). Ein hoher Grad an Aneuploidie und CIN ist mit Krebserkrankungen 

assoziert, welche gegen Behandlungen resistent sind. Obwohl Aneuploidie und 

CIN typischerweise das Zellwachstum beeinträchtigen, können sie bei 

Anpassung an selektiven Druck helfen. In dieser Arbeit haben wir sehr hohe 

Chromosomenmissegregationsraten in Hefe induziert, um zu bestimmen, wie 

sich die Zellen im Laufe der Zeit an CIN anpassen. Wir haben festgestellt, dass 

die Anpassung zunächst durch viele verschiedene individuelle chromosomale 

Aneuploidien erfolgt. Interessanterweise erwerben die angepassten 

Hefestämme komplexe Karyotypen mit spezifischen Teilmengen der 

vorteilhaften aneuploiden Chromosomen. Diese komplexen Aneuploidiemuster 

werden durch synthetische genetische Wechselwirkungen zwischen einzelnen 

Chromosomenanomalien gesteuert, die wir als 

Chromosomenkopienzahlinteraktionen (CCNIs) bezeichnen. Mit genügend Zeit 

konvergieren unterschiedliche karyotypische Muster in verschiedenen 

Hefepopulationen zu einem komplexen aneuploiden Zustand. 

Überraschenderweise gehen einige zunächst vorteilhafte chromosomale 

Aneuploidien schließlich durch negative CCNIs mit noch vorteilhafteren 

Kombinationen verloren. Zusammen zeigen unsere Ergebnisse, wie sich Zellen 

anpassen, indem sie spezifische komplexe aneuploide Karyotypen in 

Gegenwart von CIN erhalten. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Aneuploidy, an imbalance in the chromosome complement, was identified as a 

distinct feature of cancer cells (Fig. 1) several decades before genomic 

alterations in the DNA sequence were known to drive tumorigenesis (Boveri T, 

1914). Aneuploidy is well tolerated in cancer cells, with over 90% of aneuploid 

solid tumors, ranging from 26% across some cancer types to nearly 99% in 

others (Taylor AM et al., 2018). Typically in a solid tumor, about a quarter of the 

genome is affected by copy number changes with a median of five losses and 

three gains of chromosomal arms per tumor (Beroukhim R et al., 2010; Zack TI 

et al., 2012). No other genomic alteration in the cancer genome has been 

observed at such high frequencies, making aneuploidy the most prevalent 

genomic alteration in cancers. Chromosome instability (CIN), the source of 

such numerical chromosomal imbalances has been the primary focus of many 

studies, leading to various therapies that target cancer cells with high rates of 

CIN. However, there has been limited progress in understanding the role of 

aneuploidy in tumor progression. Moreover, aneuploidy has not yet been 

effectively exploited for cancer therapeutics. 

 

Figure 1: Comparison of a normal karyotype of a euploid human cell and a cancer cell 
karyotype of HeLa cells. 
	Source:	http://berkeleysciencereview.com/article/good-bad-hela/	
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There are multiple challenges to understanding the significance of aneuploidy 

in cancer and its exploitation for therapeutic interventions of the disease. One 

originates from the aneuploidy paradox, wherein aneuploidy under most 

circumstances cause a severely detrimental effect to the fitness of a cell. 

However, cancerous cells have a high tolerance to the presence of aneuploid 

chromosomes. Furthermore, whole chromosome copy number changes affect 

the expression of hundreds of genes, all at once. This makes it strenuous to 

identify genes that drive the repeated selection of specific chromosomal 

aneuploidies in cancers.  

 

Additionally, the cellular context also heavily influences the role of aneuploidy 

in cancers, often leading to opposing conclusions in different contexts. 

Engineering aneuploid chromosomes in human cells is laborious, despite a 

variety of tools such as micronuclei mediated chromosome transfer (where 

extra chromosomes were isolated in structures called micronuclei and then 

transferred to acceptor strains) (Fournier RE et al., 1977), loss of a 

chromosome  assisted by CRISPR-Cas9 (Adikusuma F et al., 2017; Zuo E et 

al., 2017), and Cre-Lox based techniques (Thomas R et al., 2018). Therefore 

we are often unable to systematically characterize the consequences of gaining 

or losing each chromosome across an aneuploid karyotype. Finally, an 

additional hurdle to study the aneuploidy arises from the difficulty to disentangle 

the cellular consequences of an abnormal cancer karyotype, from CIN, the 

process that generated the aneuploid karyotype. Although there is a good 

correlation between CIN and the degree of aneuploidy (Nicholson JM and 
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Cimini D, 2013), there are some cancers that are highly aneuploid but lack any 

measurable level of CIN. Despite the pervasiveness of high levels of CIN, its 

role in tumor evolution and cancer progression is a paradox (Birkbak NJ et al., 

2011). Nevertheless, a decade of research in the field of aneuploidy has paved 

the way to tackle many of these obstacles in the laboratory and have 

contributed to development of various cancer therapies. 

 

1. Aneuploidy and its origin 

Cell division, a process that forms the basis of many eukaryotic organisms, 

involves the proper duplication and segregation of the genetic material of the 

cell. Mitosis involves many discreet stages wherein chromosomes align in the 

middle of the cells and attach to the opposite poles of the cell by microtubules. 

Microtubules attach to the chromosomes via specialized structures called 

kinetochores and pull the chromosomes to opposite ends of the cells. Here the 

chromosomes de-condense and form two identical nuclei in separate daughter 

cells.  

  

While budding yeast strains can have both single and double the complement 

of chromosomes (known as haploid cells, n = 16 and diploid cells, 2n = 32), 

most eukaryotic organisms have a diploid genome. However, cells that are 

aneuploid, display an abnormal complement of chromosomes with either a loss 

or gain of whole chromosomes. A gain of a single extra copy of a chromosome 

over either the haploid or the diploid set of chromosomes are respectively 

known as disomy (n+1) or trisomy (2n+1) (Fig. 2). While chromosomal gains 
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are tolerated, the loss of a chromosome copy or monosomy, leads to loss of 

expression of the genes on it, often resulting in lethality (Beach RR et al., 2017). 

Aneuploidies such as chromosomal gains are known to cause specific human 

pathologies like the Down syndrome (trisomy 21), Patau syndrome (trisomy 13), 

and Edwards syndrome (trisomy 18) that cause severe developmental defects 

(Edwards JH et al., 1960; Patau K et al., 1960; Nagaoka SI et al., 2012,). 

Aneuploidy of the sex chromosomes such as monosomy of the X chromosome, 

known as Tuner syndrome, and gain of an extra copy of the X chromosome, as 

seen in Klinefelter’s (XXY) and Triple X (XXX) syndrome, are also associated 

with developmental irregularities. These aneuploid chromosomes commonly 

arise from unfaithful meiotic chromosome segregation in the germline, which 

upon fertilization and development results in aneuploid cells across all tissues 

of an individual.  

B
A

C

Disomy
n+1

B
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Trisomy
2n+1
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Figure	2:	Different	states	of	aneuploidy.	
Euploid	and	aneuploid	yeast	cells.	The	picture	depicts	the	chromosomes	
in	orange	and	the	aneuploid	chromosomes		are	displays	in	blue	
(Disomy),	in	green	(Trisomy),	and	in	red	for	the	loss	of	a	chromosome	
copy.	
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Errors that lead to chromosome missegregation occurs once every 104 or 105 

cell divisions in human cells or once every 5 x 104 in microorganisms like 

budding yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Hatwell LH et al., 1982; 

Rosenstraus MJ and Chasin LA, 1978). In humans, aneuploidy is also present 

at the tissue level of an individual, a phenomenon known as mosaic aneuploidy. 

For example, most humans acquire mosaic aneuploidy in the liver, as this tissue 

accumulates aneuploidy due to low levels of CIN (Duncan AW et al., 2010; 

Knouse KA et al., 2014). Accumulation of aneuploid cells due to mitotic errors 

is speculated to also occur during embryo development (Delhanty JD et al., 

1993; van Echten-Arends J et al., 2011). Such aneuploid populations are often 

eliminated either by competition from better proliferating euploid cells or via 

activation of senescence or apoptotic pathways in aneuploid cells (Bazrgar M 

et al., 2013; Bolton H et., 2016). Taken together, aneuploidy across an entire 

organism or in specific tissues have a detrimental impact. Since aneuploidy 

commonly arises due to CIN, it is essential to understand which cellular 

machineries accumulate defects, in order to detect and prevent various 

pathologies associated with aneuploidy.  

  

1.1 Mitotic spindle defects 

During cell division chromosomes must align at the center of the cell in order to 

correctly connect the kinetochores of the duplicated chromosomes to the 

opposite poles of the mitotic spindle. This process, termed bi-orientation of 

chromosomes, is a pre-requisite for faithful chromosome segregation and is 

mainly controlled by the chromosomal passenger complex (CPC). The CPC 
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comprises of 4 subunits, an enzymatic core, Aurora B kinase (Ipl1 in yeast) that 

is assisted by INCENP (Sli15), Survivin (Bir1) & Borealin (Nbl1) (Carmena M et 

al., 2012; Dephoure N et al. 2008; Hegemann B et al., 2011) (Fig. 3). The CPC 

destabilizes improper microtubule-kinetochore connections via phosphorylation 

of kinetochore proteins (Cimini D et al., 2006) (Fig. 3) This phosphorylation 

allows the turnover of improper connections between the kinetochore and the 

mitotic spindle until chromosomes achieve a bioriented attachment state. As 

observed in some cancers, perturbation of the CPC-mediated error-correcting 

mechanism leads to incorrect microtubule attachments that can promote CIN 

(Abe Y et al., 2016). Aberrant microtubule-kinetochore attachments are a 

significant source of chromosome missegregation and aneuploidy.  

 

Mis-attached states like merotely where a single kinetochore can form 

attachments with microtubules emanating from both the spindle poles, is a 

frequent occurrence in many cancer cells (Cimini D et al., 2001; Bakhoum SF 

Figure	3:	Ipl1/Aurora	B	promotes	chromosome	biorientation	by	specifically	
phosphorylating	misattached	kinetochores.	
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et al., 2009; Thompson SL and Compton DA, 2008). If these missattached 

states persist, the chromosomes lag in the center of the mitotic spindle during 

anaphase and are likely to missegregate to the wrong daughter cell. From the 

cell’s perspective it can be challenging to detect merotely as subtle differences 

in tension across misattached kinetochores need to be recognized and fixed by 

the error checking mechanisms. While merotely in normal mitotic cells are 

corrected, it is often error-prone in cancer cells likely due to the lack of robust 

error correcting mechanisms and contexts like supernumerary centrosomes 

that enhance the frequency (Gregan J et al., 2011). In many organisms, 

centrosomes are the microtubule organizing centers that serve as the point of 

origin of microtubules during mitosis. There are multiple paths that lead to 

excess centrosomes such as loss of regulation of centrosome duplication, cell 

fusion, failed cell division, or mitotic slippage etc. Supernumerary centrosomes 

form multipolar spindles in various cancers that are known to increase the 

chance of merotelic attachments. (Ganem NJ et al., 2009). A recent study 

overexpressed Plk4, a regulator of centrosome duplication in mice to show that 

excess centrosomes are sufficient to cause CIN and drive tumorigenesis is 

various murine tissues (Levine MS et al., 2017). These spontaneous tumors 

displayed high CIN and aneuploidy primarily due to enhanced frequency of 

merotelic attachments.   

  

1.2 Spindle assembly checkpoint defects 

High levels of CIN and aneuploidy are also prevalent consequences of a 

compromised spindle assembly checkpoint (SAC), which functions in 
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metaphase as a gatekeeper to subsequent stages of chromosome segregation. 

In metaphase the SAC keeps track of stably bound kinetochores. If the 

kinetochore attachments to the mitotic spindle are incorrect or absent, MPS1 

and CENP-E proteins, along with proteins of the BUB and MAD family, form a 

sophisticated machinery that causes a cell cycle delay until the spindle is 

correctly attached to all chromosomes. The SAC causes this delay by 

preventing the cell cycle progression to the next stage, anaphase, by inhibiting 

the anaphase promoting complex (APC/C) (Musacchio A & Salmon ED, 2007). 

Turning off the gatekeeping function of the SAC would be an obvious 

mechanism to generate CIN and aneuploid cells. However, cancers that are 

highly aneuploid rarely have mutations in the SAC genes (Simonetti G et al., 

2019). Nevertheless, the SAC is compromised in certain cancer cells due to 

deregulation at the protein or mRNA level, which leads to unsupervised 

chromosome segregation and results in aneuploid populations.  

  

1.3 Cohesin Defects 

Once the SAC permits cell cycle progression the APC/C promotes anaphase 

by degrading Securin, an inhibitor of Separase, which releases the enzyme and 

facilitates the removal of cohesin molecules that bind the sister chromatids 

together. Once released, the sister chromatids can be pulled to the opposite 

poles where they form two daughter nuclei. Cohesion defects are an important 

source of CIN, primarily causing a premature loss of sister chromosome 

cohesion. This premature release of sister chromosomes virtually leads to 

random chromosome segregation as these chromosomes are pulled to the 
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opposite spindle poles immediately following microtubule attachment (Nasmyth 

K and Haering CH, 2009). Inactivating mutations in STAG2, a subunit of the 

human cohesin complex, were identified in human colorectal tumors as one of 

the sources of CIN that generates a high degree of aneuploidy (Solomon DA et 

al., 2011). However, it is essential to note that cohesins also control other 

processes of the cell, such as transcription (Dorsett D, 2011). Hence, 

conclusions from such bottom-up studies may have some caveats. Many such 

integral experiments have exploited the numerous routes to aneuploidy 

mentioned above and to understand the direct consequences of CIN and 

aneuploidy. These investigations have been instrumental in identifying the 

impact of aneuploidy across an entire organism and its cellular consequences.  

  

2. Living with aneuploidy 

Aneuploidy across all tissues in humans are rare and severely impair 

development. A high number of miscarriages and cases of mental retardations 

are caused due to whole organismal aneuploidy (Hassold T et al., 1996; Brown 

S, 2008). In humans, only 4 of the 23 trisomies can lead to live births, while the 

rest, along with all monosomies are embryonic lethal. Of the three autosomal 

trisomies that lead to live births, individuals with trisomy of Chr 21 are the only 

ones that can make it to adulthood (Pai GS et al., 2002). The gain of an extra 

copy of chromosome 21 accounts for approximately one in 800 live births (de 

Graaf G et al., 2015). These affected individuals have a spectrum of physical 

and mental disabilities (Roizen NJ and Patterson D, 2003) and often have a 

diminished life expectancy (Carfi A et al., 2014; Roper RJ and Reeves RH, 
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2006). Similarly, in mice, all forms of aneuploidy are embryonic lethal except 

Trisomy 19 that can survive for a few weeks after birth (Lorke DE, 1994). 

Analogous to humans, these mice display a variety of developmental disorders 

like craniofacial abnormalities, hypoplasia, and nuchal edema (Krushinskii LV 

et al., 1986; Gropp A et al., 1975). The detrimental effects of whole-organism 

aneuploidy are evident in other organisms as well including maize (McClintock 

B, 1929), flies (Lindsley DL, 1972), and nematodes (Hodgkin J, 1983; Hodgkin 

J et al., 1979; Sigurdson DC et al., 1986). Thus, multiple studies have 

concluded that whole organism aneuploidy clearly generates a barrier to 

healthy development.  

  

Mosaic aneuploidies on the other hand are well tolerated in individuals with a 

rare genetic disorder called Mosaic Variegated Aneuploidy (MVA) (Callier P et 

al., 2005; Garcia-Castillo H et al., 2008) and just 50 cases of MVA are known 

in medical literature (Hank S et al., 2012). MVA is generally caused by 

mutations in either the CEP57 gene (Snape et al., 2011), a centrosomal protein 

that is responsible for proper chromosome segregation or in the BUB1B gene 

(Hanks S et al., 2004), which has a primary function in the SAC. MVA 

consequently leads to approximately 25% of aneuploid cells across the 

organism. Mouse models of MVA with mutations in the BUB1B gene display 

phenotypes associated with progeria and increased infertility (Baker et al., 

2004). Overall, aneuploidy across the entire organism causes many 

irregularities and impairs the life of the organism.  
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2.1 Aneuploidy is detrimental to cellular fitness 

Identifying the consequences of aneuploidy at the level of individual cells is the 

first step towards understanding the negative impact of aneuploidy at the whole 

organismal level. Several reports have shown that aneuploidy slows down the 

rate cellular proliferation likely an amalgamation of several aneuploidy-

associated imbalances (Dephoure N et al., 2014; Sheltzer JM et al., 2011; 

Torres EM et al., 2007; 2010). The earliest studies were performed in primary 

fibroblasts collected from patients with Down syndrome, which grew much 

slower than age-matched euploid cells (Segal DJ et al., 1974). More recently, 

studies have acutely induced aneuploidy by mutating pathways such as 

inhibiting proteins that maintain the accuracy of  chromosome segregation 

(Santaguida S et al., 2017; Michel LS et al., 2001; Sotillo R et al., 2007). This 

method induces high levels of CIN and heterogenous aneuploid populations 

that display various aneuploidy-associated cellular stresses. Interestingly the 

Compton lab pioneered an alternate approach by inducing random aneuploidy 

in near diploid human cells using a spindle poison, Monastrol. Consistent with 

other models of aneuploidy, these chemically induced aneuploid cells have 

displayed impairment in their fitness relative to euploid cells (Thompson SL and 

Compton DA, 2008; 2010).  

 

To understand the impact of aneuploid chromosomes on cellular physiology, 

the Amon lab took a systematic approach and generated 17 haploid stains, 

each engineered with one or few disomic chromosomes in the budding yeast 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Torres EM et al., 2007; 2010). The proliferation of 
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all of the engineered strains had a heterogenous distribution and was on 

average slower than their isogenic euploid counterparts (Fig. 4; Beach RR et 

al., 2017). Similarly, all aneuploid cells derived by meiosis of triploid and 

pentaploid yeast cells exhibited impaired cellular fitness in normal growth 

conditions (Niwa O et al., 1985; 2006).  

  

Additionally, sibling matched trisomic and euploid embryos were generated 

using a unique mating scheme and naturally occurring Robertsonian 

translocations in mouse models. After harvesting the fibroblasts from such 

embryos, analysis of their growth revealed that the trisomic fibroblasts grew 

significantly slower than their euploid counterparts (Williams BR et al., 2008). 

Lastly, the Storchova lab also observed growth defects in aneuploid human 

cells made by utilizing microcell-mediated chromosome transfer (MMCT) to 

stably transfer extra chromosomes into euploid RPE1 or HCT116 cell lines 

(Stingele S et al., 2012). Taken together many independent methods to 

generate aneuploid cells have revealed that aneuploidy causes a general 

growth impairment. While the exact basis of these growth impairments remains 

Figure	4:	All	aneuploid	states	lead	to	a	decrease	of	proliferation	rate.	
Yeast	strains	engineered	with	disomic,	monosomic	and	trisomic	chromosomes	cause	a	decrease	
in	proliferation	rate	relative	to	isogenic	euploid	strains.	On	the	left	is	an	example	of	a	typical	
budding	yeast	growth	assay	where	the	colony	size	of	each	engineered	aneuploid	strains	is	
smaller	than	the	euploid	counterparts.	Adapted	from	Beach	RR	et	al.,	2017.	
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elusive, the evidence in yeast and human cells indicate that it could be a 

consequence of the transcriptomic and proteomic imbalances caused by 

aneuploid chromosomes (Stingele S et al., 2012; Thorburn RR et al., 2013). 

 

2.2 Why does aneuploidy impair cellular fitness?  

There are several hypotheses regarding why aneuploidy lowers the cellular 

growth rate. By definition, cells that contain aneuploid chromosomes have both 

the extra quantities of DNA relative to euploid cells and an increase in gene 

dosage due to the excess genes on the aneuploid chromosomes. However, 

evidence in yeast shows that this extra DNA is likely not the cause of the 

aneuploidy-associated fitness impairment. Yeast strains engineered to contain 

artificial chromosomes that encode almost no genes that are expressed in yeast 

have no proliferative defects. (Torres EM et al., 2007). Some studies have 

shown that an excessive amount of specific DNA sequences such as 

centromere sequences, does stall chromosome segregation at metaphase and 

increases the loss of chromosomes (Futcher B and Carbon J, 1986; Runge  KW 

and Zakian VA, 1989). However, these effects were only observed when cells 

carried more than 10 extra centromeres, while the toxicity was reduced with 

fewer extra centromeres. 

  

Clear evidence in human cells linking the fitness impairment with the increased 

gene dosage by aneuploidy was provided by Jiang et al. (2013). Here, the Xist 

non-coding RNA was introduced on the trisomic chromosome 21 in cells 

derived from patients with Down syndrome. These cells displayed an enhanced 
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proliferation rate after the extra copy of chromosome 21 was silenced by Xist 

induction. Hence a low degree of excess DNA remains benign in aneuploid 

cells, and aneuploidy induced growth impairment is likely a consequence of 

imbalances of the cellular transcriptome and proteome. 

 

2.1.1 Effects on the transcriptome 

On a fundamental level, aneuploidy of a chromosome effectively changes the 

dosage of a large proportion of genes present on the chromosome. In aneuploid 

yeast strains, this increase in gene dosage proportionally alters the gene 

products, at both the RNA and protein level (Torres EM et al., 2007; Pavelka N 

et al., 2010). The scaling of RNA expression with the dosage of genes on the 

gained chromosome was also identified in aneuploid mouse embryonic 

fibroblasts (Williams BR et al., 2008). A more recent, single-celled RNA 

sequencing study revealed the same for loss of the human chromosome 7 

(Zhao X et al., 2017). Similar studies in engineered murine and human cell lines 

(Upender MB et al., 2004; Stingele S et al., 2012), Arabidopsis thaliana (Huettel 

B et al., 2008), and patient-derived cells or tissues (Mao R et al., 2008; 

Lockstone HE et al., 2007; Halevy T et al., 2016; Aziz NM et al., 2018) have 

reaffirmed the scaling of mRNA abundance with gene dosage.  

  

However, not all genes present on an aneuploid chromosome are expressed at 

levels proportional to their gene copy number. Some genes can be regulated 

to bring the expression levels back to the euploid state, a phenomenon known 

as dosage compensation. The best example of an entire aneuploid 
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chromosome being transcriptionally silenced is observed in the triple X 

syndrome, where a female has three copies of the X chromosome. Unlike other 

aneuploidy associated syndromes, women with triple X syndrome are nearly 

indistinguishable from euploid women (Tartaglia NR et al., 2010). This is due to 

the silencing of the extra X chromosome by a specific dosage compensatory 

mechanism called X chromosome inactivation or XCI (Payer and Lee, 2008). 

In some species of maize and wheat, aneuploidies of autosomal chromosomes 

also show dosage compensation (Makarevitch et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2010; 

Zhang et al., 2017). The exact mechanism of dosage compensation of specific 

genes on aneuploid chromosomes remains elusive (Torres EM et al., 2016; 

Gasch AP et al., 2016; Hose J et al., 2015).  

  

Analogous to direct gene dosage effects of aneuploidy, reports using yeast as 

a model have shown that supernumerary chromosomes also affect the 

expression of genes located on other euploid chromosomes (Pavelka N et al., 

2010; Rancati G et al., 2008). Transcription factors expressed from the 

aneuploid chromosome act on their downstream targets and proportionately 

increased their expressions. Primary cells from monozygotic twins with Down 

syndrome (Trisomy 21) showed differential expression of 182 genes, but 

surprisingly only 6 of those were present on chromosome 21, thus confirming 

the indirect effects of aneuploidy on the human transcriptome (Letourneau et 

al., 2014). Additionally, more dramatic effects of aneuploidy on gene expression 

were highlighted by a study that showed disruption of the assembly of 

heterochromatin at specific loci in aneuploid strains (Mulla et al., 2017). The 
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study specifically showed that the gain of chromosome 10 in yeast perturbed 

the gene silencing at the mating loci by altering the localization of specific 

chromatin remodelers. 

 

2.1.2 Effect on the Proteome 

The previous section, discussed various studies that linked aneuploidy-

associated gene dosage changes to a proportional change in mRNA levels, but 

does this change at the RNA level translate to the level of proteins? Two studies 

in budding yeast concluded that aneuploidy associated copy number changes 

of genes indeed proportionately translate into increased protein abundance. 

Further studies performed on the human cancer cell line HCT116, showed that 

a tetrasomic gain of chromosome 5 leads to a 1.6 fold increase in protein levels 

(Stingele S et al., 2012). In a near-haploid leukemia cell line, similar results 

were observed where the cells gained an extra copy of chromosome 8 

(Burckstummer T et al., 2013). This suggests that some proportion of the gene 

dosage imbalance is not efficiently translated to the protein level. Elegant 

studies in budding yeast show that these genes either undergo dosage 

compensation at the RNA level or are degraded in order to maintain protein 

stoichiometry of multi-subunit complexes (Dephoure N et al., 2014; Brennan 

CM et al., 2019).  
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2.1.3 Repercussions of Aneuploidy-associated imbalances 

Both transcriptomic and the proteomic changes disturb cellular homeostasis 

likely due to the imbalances generated by aneuploidy associated gene dosage 

changes. There have been multiple bottom-up efforts to illustrate how proteome 

imbalances induced by aneuploidy push various cell processes out of balance 

(Stingele S et al., 2012; Torres EM et al., 2007; Beach RR et al., 2017; Segal 

DJ et al., 1974; Thorburn RR et al., 2013; Ariyoshi K et al., 2016). Nearly all the 

studies with aneuploid cells have found substantial defects with cellular 

proliferation, as the cell cycle frequently develops a delay in G1 and S phases 

in most aneuploid cells, likely due to the stoichiometric imbalances of cell cycle 

regulators such as cyclins (Stingele S et al., 2012; Torres EM et al., 2007). 

Another study showed that the only embryonic human trisomies that survived 

the gestation period were those chromosomes that had the fewest genes on 

them (Torres EM et al., 2008). This indicates that there is a proportional 

relationship between gene dosage imbalances induced by aneuploidy and the 

fitness of aneuploid organisms. Additionally, in utero survival rate of mouse 

embryos highly correlate with the number of genes on the additional 

chromosome (Sheltzer JM and Amon A, 2012). Likewise, in budding yeast, the 

fitness impairment positively correlates with the number of extra genes on the 

aneuploid chromosomes (Torres EM et al., 2007; Sheltzer JM and Amon A, 

2012), while some exceptions exist with disproportionate effects of specific toxic 

genes (like ß-tubulin) present on small chromosomes (Katz W et al., 1990; 

Anders KR et al., 2009). Given that aneuploidy associated imbalances are 

caused by expression changes of a large number of genes the end result of 
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such imbalances are dysregulation of several cellular pathways.  This failure to 

carefully orchestrate several cellular pathways lead to various stress states, 

which are highlighted below. 

	

• General stress response 

Since aneuploid cells show a weakened fitness when compared to euploid cells 

within an organism, it was hypothesized that the aneuploidy-associated 

imbalance might cause a specific general stress response. To uncover the 

existence of a general stress response the Amon lab identified gene expression 

changes of disomic yeast strains and compared them to known stress response 

expression signatures. In budding yeast, stable chromosome gains were 

created, and disomies of chromosome 4, 8, 15, and 16 notably displayed an 

expression signature that resembled the yeast environmental stress response 

(ESR) commonly seen in yeast (Torres EM et al., 2007). The ESR gene 

expression signature is commonly observed in yeast in response to multiple 

stress conditions like heat shock and oxidative stress (Gasch AP et al., 2000).  

 

Other studies in human cell lines with many gains or losses of chromosomes 

looked into the transcriptional profile and also found upregulation of genes in 

stress response (Sheltzer JM et al., 2012; Durrbaum M et al., 2014). These 

genes were involved in metabolic pathways or protein stability and degradation 

at the Endoplasmic reticulum (ER), Golgi, and lysosome. One finding indicates 

that the aneuploidy-associated ESR-like signatures is partly a byproduct of cell 

cycle delays in yeast (O’Duibhir E et al., 2014). Nevertheless, further elucidation 
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is required to ascertain the generality of this stress response as it could depend 

on the genome composition, ploidy, cell, or tissue type.  

 

• Proteotoxic stress 

Since alterations in chromosome stoichiometries lead to excess protein 

production from the genes encoded on the supernumerary chromosomes, it is 

expected that the protein folding machinery is overworked. This further adds to 

the stress as proper protein folding is impaired (Donnelly N et al., 2014). Such 

excess proteins that are misfolded accumulate into aggregates and activate the 

protein degradation pathways. This state of overburdened protein degradation 

systems is called proteotoxic stress (Stingele S et al., 2012; Ariyoshi K et al., 

2016; Tang YC et al., 2011; Oromendia AB et al., 2012). For example, a state 

of proteotoxic stress is evidenced by the presence of protein aggregates in 

aneuploid cells likely due to a reduced Hsp90 mediated folding capacity 

(Donnelly N et al., 2014; Oromendia AB et al., 2012). Not surprisingly, 

aneuploid yeast, murine and human cells are sensitive to Hsp90 inhibitors 

(Torres EM et al., 2007; Tang YC et al., 2011; Donnelly N et al., 2014). This 

sensitivity can be rescued by the overexpression of HSF1, a transcription factor 

that regulates the expression of many chaperones (Donnelly N et al., 2014).  

  

Since failure to clear misfolded protein aggregates reduces the cellular viability 

(Stefani M and Dobson CM, 2003), the cell heavily relies on its proteasomal 

degradation machinery to degrade them. Proteins in the nucleus or the 

cytoplasm can typically be degraded by 26S proteasome (Goldberg AL, 2003; 
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Wójcik C and DeMartino GN, 2003), or by acid hydrolases in a cellular 

compartment called the lysosome (Nakatogawa H et al., 2009). Proteasomal 

inhibitors like MG132, severely impair cellular viability in aneuploid cells as they 

hinge on its ability to degrade the excess protein and rebalance the protein 

stoichiometries (Ohashi A et al., 2015; Torres EM et al., 2007). Similarly, UBP6, 

an enzyme that removes the ubiquitin from degradation targets, allowing these 

proteins to escape proteasomal degradation (Hanna J et al., 2006), is often 

found mutated in specific aneuploid strains (Torres EM et al., 2007). Hence, the 

UBP6 mutation was found to increase cellular fitness of aneuploid cells by 

facilitating tolerance to specific aneuploidies. Together, these studies highlight 

the dependence of aneuploid cells on the proteasomal degradation machinery 

such that stoichiometric imbalances are corrected and restore protein 

homeostasis. 

  

Proteins that function as a part of multimeric complexes do so while maintaining 

well-defined stoichiometries of each subunit (Li G-W et al., 2014). Transient 

gene copy number changes due to aneuploidy can lead to the production of 

complex subunits that are unbound. These complex subunits are orphaned and 

hence, either misfold or aggregate, which contributes to proteotoxic stress 

(Brennan CM et al., 2019). Misfolded proteins and aggregates that need to be 

degraded or require assistance by various protein quality machineries, are a 

frequent occurrence in aneuploid cells (Oromendia AB et al., 2012).  Persistent 

assistance of misfolded proteins by chaperones in aneuploid cells, sequesters 

the chaperones from guiding the folding of essential proteins (Hartl FU et al., 
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2011), which is likely the cause of the proliferative defects. Among proteins that 

function as part of complexes, 73% of them are either degraded or aggregated 

when present in excess (Brennan CM et al., 2019). In sum, protein homeostasis 

is disturbed by aneuploid chromosomes due to the production of excess 

unbound proteins that contribute to proteotoxic stress and severely taxes the 

protein quality control pathways. 

  

• Replication stress and genomic instability  

Replication stress is a prominent feature of aneuploid cells (Santaguida S et 

al., 2017; Sheltzer JM et al. 2015; Passerini V et al., 2016). Disruptions of 

ongoing DNA replication by these stoichiometric imbalances in aneuploid cells 

were mainly due to the loss of function of several protein complexes that are 

essential for the process of DNA replication (Passerini V et al., 2016). As an 

example, a study in human cells induced acute aneuploidy in an untransformed 

but immortalized RPE-1 cell line, which increased the incidence of replication 

fork stalling and slowed down the fork progression (Santaguida S et al., 2017). 

These defects were seen in part due to imbalances of six subunits that form the 

MCM2-7 helicase complex (Santaguida S et al., 2017; Passerini V et al., 2016). 

The rate of spontaneous mutagenesis across the genome also increased due 

to the aneuploid chromosomes (Sheltzer JM et al. 2015).  Analogously, 

aneuploid yeast and human cells show aberrant mitosis and accumulate high 

levels of DNA damage (Ariyoshi K et al., 2016; Nicholson JM et al., 2015; Blank 

HM et al., 2015; Passerini V et al., 2016). Accumulation of DNA damage occurs 

mainly due to the pressure exerted on DNA replication by aneuploidy-
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associated imbalances. A high frequency of DNA damage at the telomeres and 

activation of senescence via the p53 gene were the main cellular consequences 

of inducing acute aneuploidy. However, increasing the expression of 

telomerase, an enzyme that maintains the telomere region, abrogated such 

consequences (Meena JK et al., 2015). 

 

Additionally, the proteome imbalances due to aneuploidy can impair the protein 

stoichiometry of major DNA repair complexes, which impairs their function. 

Such faulty repair mechanisms can give rise to chromosomal rearrangements, 

thus adding to the genomic instability induced by aneuploid chromosomes and 

contribute to the progression of diseases like cancer (Passerini V et al., 2016). 

Further mechanistic insights need to be worked out to fully understand if 

replication stress is a typical phenotype associated with extra copies of random 

chromosomes and its role in cancer progression.  

 

• Diverse stresses associated with aneuploidy 

While many studies have utilized various genetic perturbations to identify 

aneuploidy-associated stresses, both transcriptomic and phenotypic profiles 

acquired from these studies have revealed that certain stresses are associated 

only with a few combinations of aneuploid chromosomes. One recent study 

overcame this by intermixing several aneuploid populations that effectively 

canceled out the specific responses that arise from dosage imbalances of 

specific combinations of aneuploid chromosomes (Tsai H-J et al., 2019). They 

identified a common aneuploid gene expression (CAGE) pattern that positively 
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correlated with hypo-osmotic shock gene expression signature. Since changes 

in chromosome copy number lead to proteome imbalance with many of 

orphaned proteins, they concluded that the solute concentration within the cell 

would naturally increase. Increases in solute concentration would create a 

cytoplasm with high osmolarity, which induces a state of osmotic shock (Tsai 

H-J et al., 2019).  

 

Similarly, while screening for the dependencies of specific aneuploid yeast 

strains, a study revealed that aneuploid cells were highly sensitive to the 

deletion of genes that function in protein trafficking involving localization to the 

cell membrane or other membranous structures like Vacuole and Golgi bodies 

(Dodgson SE et al., 2016). Cells with specific chromosomal gains were also 

sensitive to the loss of cell wall integrity, which in turn heavily depends on the 

pathways that mediate protein trafficking. Perturbation of the protein secretory 

or endocytic pathways significantly slowed down the growth of aneuploid strains 

suggesting that engineered aneuploid cells display membrane stress (Dodgson 

SE et al., 2016). 

  

From the growing list of stresses associated with aneuploidy, one other stress 

worth highlighting is the disturbance of metabolic homeostasis or metabolic 

stress. Aneuploidy driven metabolic alterations include changes in nucleotide 

and carbohydrate metabolism, rate of glucose uptake, glutamine usage (Torres 

EM et al., 2007; Williams BR et al., 2008), elevated levels of tricarboxylic acid 

cycle intermediates (Thorburn RR et al., 2013), downregulation of DNA/RNA 
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metabolism, and changes in mitochondrial metabolism (Stingele S et al., 2012). 

Aneuploid strains were found to be not just highly dependent on sphingolipid 

production, but during its synthesis aneuploid cells also need to limit the 

production of an intermediate called ceramide that hinder cellular fitness 

(Hwang S et al., 2017). Further elevation of ceramide levels in aneuploid cells 

either by using drugs or genetic perturbations lead to severe proliferative 

defects. 

 

Overall, at the cellular level, a numeric deviation from the euploid complement 

of chromosomes is associated with various stresses that could collectively have 

a detrimental effect on the physiology of an organism. Attempts to identify 

genes responsible for these fitness defects are almost always unsuccessful. 

For example, a candidate-based approach in yeast with a focus on dosage 

sensitive genes was neither able to entirely recapitulate or suppress the defects 

caused by aneuploid chromosomes (Bonney ME et al., 2015). Correspondingly, 

more than a century after Down syndrome was first described, attempts to find 

a specific gene on chromosome 21 responsible for the developmental and 

cognitive defects seen in patients with Down syndrome were unsuccessful 

(Lana-Elola E et al., 2011; Korbel JO et al., 2009). Aside from one notable 

example (Anders KR et al., 2009), these studies were unable to single out 

particular genes that are responsible for the defects caused by aneuploidy. 

Perhaps this inability stems from the complexity and variance of the proteome 

imbalance caused by different aneuploidies. Since aneuploidy has been 

described to cause a variety of stresses, it becomes clear that a combination of 
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several regulatory pathways are disturbed by the proteome imbalance. 

However, if aneuploidy causes a fitness deficit, why is aneuploidy a prominent 

feature of diseased states such as cancer? Since cancers harbor more than 

one aneuploid chromosome, have these cells been able to adapt to the 

proteome imbalances caused by such complex aneuploidies? 

 

2.3 Beneficial aneuploidies drive adaptation against stress 

While many evidences portray the load of aneuploidy and its detrimental effects on 

cellular fitness, in specific cases under strong selective forces, aneuploidy can 

provide a competitive edge. Aneuploidy has been shown to enhance cell 

proliferation in stem cells, either derived from mouse embryos or human pluripotent 

tissues (Liu X et al., 1997; Ben-David U et al., 2014; Zhang M et al., 2016). 

Aneuploidy also confers a proliferative enhancement to human cells with 

chromosome gains (Rutledge SD et al., 2016) and various species of fungi that 

experience diverse stress environments (Selmecki A et al., 2006; 2008 & 2010; 

Yona AH et al., 2012). Euploid and aneuploid cells derived from near diploid 

colorectal cancer cells show that although aneuploidy is detrimental to normal 

growth conditions, under conditions of stresses like starvation, hypoxia, and 

chemotherapeutic drugs, aneuploid cells display an enhanced proliferative rate 

(Fig. 5; Rutledge SD et al., 2016). For example, in order to survive treatment with 

the antimycotic drug fluconazole the human pathogen Candida albicans gained an 

additional copy of chromosome 5, which provided resistance against the drug 

(Selmecki A et al., 2006). In this scenario, the extra copy of chromosome 5 led to 

the increase in dosage of ERG11 (a target of fluconazole) and TAC1 proteins 

(which is a transcriptional factor for genes that encode drug efflux pumps).  
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By increasing the abundance of Erg11 and Tac1, the effect of the drug on the 

cell diminished (Coste A et al., 2007; Selmecki A et al., 2006; 2008).  

 

Under laboratory conditions, budding yeast cells spontaneously acquire 

aneuploidy to cope with starvation by upregulating the number of nutrient 

transporters on the cell membrane, which in turn help them survive under 

nutrient limiting conditions (Dunham MJ et al., 2002; Gresham D et al., 2008). 

Specific genomic lesions could also be suppressed by aneuploidy to enhance 

cellular viability (Rancati G et al., 2008; Ryu H-Y et al., 2016). These studies 

collectively indicate that the selective advantage is often attributed to the 

change in expression of one or two genes, although aneuploidy alters the 

protein abundance of many genes (Hughes TR et al., 2000; Rancati G et al., 

2008; Pavelka N et al., 2010; Ryu H-Y et al., 2016). Intriguingly one study (Yona 

AH et al., 2012) extended the laboratory evolution experiments to a time point 

Figure	5:	Aneuploidy	 generally	decreases	 fitness	but	under	 specific	 conditions	 it	 can	be	
beneficial.	
Euploid	and	aneuploid	(Chr.	7	or	13)	DLD1	colorectal	cancer	cell	lines	were	subjected	to	a	
proliferation	assay	in	normal	(Standard	medium)	or	stressful		(medium	containing	10µM	5-
Fluorouracil	or	5-FU)	conditions.	Adapted	from	Rutledge	SD	et	al.,	2016.	
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beyond the initial selective advantage. They observed that specific 

chromosome duplications were the first responses to a heat shock, but given 

enough time under the persistent stress, more favorable genomic alterations at 

the gene level replaced the beneficial effect conferred by the aneuploid state. 

These results suggest that although aneuploidy may confer fitness advantages 

to a cell under specific contexts, but aneuploidy-based solutions are temporary 

and other genomic alterations substitute the beneficial effects of aneuploidy. 

However, in a general context, the burden caused by the proteome imbalance 

deters cell populations from maintaining them as permanent solutions. Hence, 

similar to mutations, aneuploidy is typically detrimental but can be beneficial to 

cellular fitness in specific cases.   

 

3. Aneuploidy, CIN and cancer 

Cancer is a disease characterized by fast and uncontrolled cycles of cell 

division. Healthy human cells transform into cancerous cells when they acquire 

various genomic alterations, some of which confer a proliferative advantage 

that enables continuous and rapid proliferation. These genomic alterations 

range from base-pair substitutions, indels (insertions or deletions of new 

sequences), and whole chromosome or structural aneuploidies. Aneuploidy is 

the most common genomic alteration in human cancers as more than 90% of 

solid tumors, and 70% of hematopoietic malignancies are aneuploid (Weaver 

BA and Cleveland DW, 2006; Garraway LA and Lander ES, 2013; Beroukhim 

R et al., 2010). However, the role of aneuploidy in tumorigenesis and cancer 
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progression remains unclear (Hardy PA et al., 2005; Taylor AM et al., 2018; 

Knouse KA et al., 2017).   

  

Across tumor types, early-stage cancers have an unstable karyotype caused 

by an enhanced rate of chromosome missegregation or CIN (Knouse KA et al., 

2017). However, there are no clear mechanistic explanations for the source of 

CIN in cancer. Studies probing the cause of CIN in cancers have found the 

presence of multiple centrosomes (Silkworth WT et al., 2009), loss of sister 

chromatid cohesion (Barber TD et al., 2008), telomere attrition and DNA-

damage (Burrell RA et al., 2013) as some of the many alterations that correlate 

with high CIN. Although there are a variety of known sources of CIN in cancer 

cells, it is essential to note that many such conclusions come from in-vitro 

experiments that utilize cancer cell lines, and the exact cause of CIN among 

cancer cells in-vivo remains unknown. Nevertheless, these genetic 

perturbations have been used by various studies to induce a high degree of 

CIN and aneuploidy in healthy cells to study the role of aneuploidy in 

tumorigenesis. Findings in cancer cell lines reveal that rates of CIN often 

correlate with the complexity of the karyotype. Karyotyping patient samples 

across various cancer types have helped to study complex karyotypes in detail, 

identify common aneuploidies among them and determine the patterns that 

emerge within complex aneuploid karyotypes. 
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3.1 Patterns across cancer karyotypes 

In the past decade a massive collaborative effort by the cancer genome atlas 

(TCGA) has made it possible to identify and document whole chromosome 

aneuploidies across different cancer types from patient biopsies. A review study 

analyzed a subset of the TCGA database comprising of tumor samples from 

10,249 individuals to detailed insights into the patterns that emerge within 

complex aneuploid karyotypes across cancers (Knouse KA et al., 2017). 77% 

of the samples had at least one whole chromosome aneuploidy, and in 

agreement with previous pan-cancer studies, chromosome losses were seen 

to be more likely than chromosome gains (Carter SL et al., 2012; Taylor AM et 

al., 2018). Although currently, no mechanism explains a bias in the 

missegregation of specific chromosomes, they reported that individual 

chromosomes like 7 and 20 were more likely to be gained, and others like 

chromosomes 13 and 22 were more likely to be lost. A probable explanation for 

these biases could be the selection pressure created by the proteome 

imbalance associated with each aneuploidy and its impact on cellular fitness. 

This explanation stems from a correlation between the frequency of specific 

chromosome losses in cancers and the number of genes on them.  

 

Many pan-cancer analyses importantly conclude that there is no one single 

aneuploid signature across various cancers (Knouse KA et al., 2017; Taylor AM 

et al., 2018). Much like how different cancers carry a variety of mutational 

signatures, they drastically differ in their aneuploid karyotypes. For example, 

glioblastomas have low amounts of aneuploidy, but a large proportion of them 
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gain an extra copy of chromosome 7 along with the loss of chromosome 10 

(Fig. 6). Colorectal cancers and melanomas display a high degree of 

aneuploidy with aneuploidies of 6 different chromosomes and very often harbor 

gains of chromosome 13 and losses of chromosome 18. However, recurrent 

patterns in aneuploid cancers are not homogenous across every tumor type. 

Many cancers harbor a complex aneuploid karyotype with a high degree of 

karyotypic heterogeneity within a tumor. These observations argue that 

recurrent aneuploidies as in glioblastoma, melanoma or colorectal carcinomas 

could in-part drive tumorigenesis. While in several other cancers like breast 

carcinoma or lung adenocarcinoma, the aneuploidies are either passengers 

that arise as a consequence of high levels of chromosome missegregation or 

provide minimal benefits during adaptation to stressful environments . It is still 

unclear why the effect of aneuploid chromosomes is dependent on the cellular 

The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA)

Figure	6:	Patterns	among	aneuploid	cancer	karyotypes	
Aneuploidy	patterns	across	12	different	cancers	analyzed	from	the	TCGA	database	and		their	
karyotypes	are	depicted	either	individually	(first	12	rows)	or	together	(Last	row).	The	heat	maps	
show	the	percentage	of	tumors	of	each	cancer	type	that	show	a	loss	(blue)	or	gain	(red)	of	a	
particular	chromosome.	Adapted	from	Knouse	KA	et	al.,	2017	
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context, and further bottom-up experiments are needed to ascertain whether 

aneuploidy plays a role in tumorigenesis. 

 

3.2 Effect of aneuploidy in tumorigenesis depends on the context 

Much like mutagenesis, chromosome instability aids tumorigenesis by 

providing the genetic diversity to fuel tumor evolution (Sansregret L and 

Swanton C, 2017). Several findings indicate that aneuploidy, a product of CIN, 

can both promote and suppress tumor formation in a context-dependent 

manner. As discussed in the previous sections, aneuploidy is generally 

associated with the impairment of cellular fitness, mainly due to gene dosage 

imbalances and the resulting aneuploidy-associated stresses. Furthermore, 

cells transformed with an oncogene display a lower tumorigenicity in the 

presence of an aneuploid chromosome (Sheltzer JM et al., 2017). Across 

cancers, the frequency of gains and losses of whole chromosomes or whole 

chromosomal arms correlate with the number of genes on the aneuploid 

chromosomes (Beroukhim R et al., 2010; Duijf PH et al., 2013). This correlation 

indicates that aneuploid chromosomes generally present a fitness penalty, and 

such aneuploidies would inhibit tumor formation rather than promoting it. 

  

On the other hand, multiple reports analyzed clinical tumor samples and 

observed positive correlations between the extent of aneuploidy and 

transcriptional signatures generally associated with promoting tumor formation 

(Taylor AM et al., 2018; Buccitelli C et al., 2017; Davoli T et al., 2017). Patients 

with mosaic variegated aneuploidy (MVA) display an increased risk of childhood 
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cancers (Hanks S et al., 2004). Mouse and human embryonic stem cells 

spontaneously acquire beneficial aneuploidies that enhance tumorigenicity 

(Ben-David U et al., 2014; Zhang M et al., 2016).  

Patients with Down syndrome are the best example that reveals the paradoxical 

role of aneuploidy in tumorigenesis. The presence of an extra copy of 

chromosome 21 across all cells in a human and a mouse model for Down 

syndrome display a lowered incidence of solid tumors (Hasle H et al., 2000; 

Sussan TE et al., 2008; Yang Q et al., 2002). However, they have a heightened 

risk for leukemia. Interestingly, across leukemias, a gain of an extra copy of 

chromosome 21 is a prominent feature and hence the trisomic cell of Down 

syndrome patients could predispose them to cancers that frequently gain 

chromosome 21 while deterring cancers that infrequently gain chromosome 21 

(Hasle H et al., 2000; Yang Q et al., 2002).  

  

Such puzzling observations featuring aneuploidy as both promoting and 

suppressing tumors closely resemble the paradoxical role of CIN in 

tumorigenesis (Weaver BA et al., 2007). Multiple reports that enhanced CIN 

either by mutating a SAC protein Bub1, or overexpressing another SAC protein 

Mad2 concluded that the induced CIN and its resultant aneuploidy increases 

spontaneous tumorigenesis in mice (Jeganathan K et al., 2007; Li M et al., 

2009; Sotillo R et al., 2007). While reduced protein levels of CENP-E, a mitotic 

motor essential for the movement of chromosomes, lead to an elevated 

frequency of lymphomas and lung cancers. The same perturbation reduces 

spontaneous tumor formation in the liver and tumors that are induced by known 
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carcinogens or genetic manipulation (Weaver BA et al., 2007). These studies 

suggest a combination of increased CIN and the resultant aneuploidy appear 

to facilitate tumorigenesis, but this is not an obligatory outcome and is 

influenced by tissue context or the degree of CIN induced. Taken together, 

these paradoxical observations indicate that cellular context can determine the 

circumstances under which aneuploidy confers a fitness advantage and 

promotes tumor formation. 

  

Two key reports analyzed the gene composition of recurrent chromosomal 

gains and losses to determine how aneuploidy exerts its influence during tumor 

formation. The analysis demonstrated that altered gene expression changes of 

a subset of genes on the aneuploid chromosome might explain the pro- or anti-

tumorigenic effect of aneuploidy. One found that frequently recurring deletions 

of large DNA fragments were enriched in STOP genes that negatively regulated 

cellular proliferation and had a low density of GO genes that positively impacted 

cellular proliferation (Solimini NL et al., 2012). Correspondingly, the second 

report revealed that across tumor types, the frequency of aneuploidy, 

amplifications, or deletions of large genomic regions correlate with the density 

and potency of STOP and GO genes on them (Davoli T et al., 2013).  

  

The role of the aneuploid state in aiding tumor evolution during tumor 

progression is prevalent despite its description as a double-edged sword. Since 

most numerical chromosome aberrations are associated with various stressors 

like proteotoxic stress, genotoxic stress, and hypo-osmotic stress, cancer cells 
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need to first evade the deficits of the aneuploid state before exploring the 

benefits of altered gene expression associated with aneuploidy. Indeed, there 

are several aneuploidy-tolerating mutations that the cells acquire to help ease 

the unfavorable consequences of aneuploidy, such as proteotoxic stress 

(Torres EM et al., 2010). In conclusion, recurrent aneuploidies across clones of 

select cancers suggest that specific karyotypes are purposefully selected to 

facilitate tumorigenesis. 

 

4. Genetic interactions within cancer karyotypes 

Genetic interactions characterize unexpected deviations from the anticipated 

phenotype of a double mutant which is calculated as the product of the single 

mutant phenotypes. Genetic investigations in fruitflies were the earliest to 

demonstrate that genetic interactions arise from the redundancies in several 

cellular pathways. These studies showed that a double mutant was inviable, 

although each of the single mutants were able to survive (Fisher RA, 1918), a 

phenomenon known as synthetic lethality. Synthetic lethality is a more dramatic 

example of genetic interaction where cell death is the unexpected phenotype 

of a double mutant. Genetic interactions stem from multiple redundancies in 

cellular pathways that have been evolved to buffer genetic variation and prevent 

the loss of essential functions. For example, in budding yeast, only about 20% 

of the genes are essential for viability under standard conditions, and the rest 

are dispensable when deleted in haploid yeast (Giaever G et al., 2002; Winzeler 

EA et al., 1999). Since various large-scale whole-genome analysis across the 

human genome have revealed that a large proportion of genes are dispensable, 
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it is expected that genetic interactions are also very prevalent across the human 

genome. For example, a group of yeast geneticists have generated a complete 

map of genetic interactions in budding yeast which comparatively has only a 

third of the number of genes in the human genome. However, approximately 

900,000 genetic interactions were mapped across all genes in the relatively 

small yeast genome (Costanzo M et al., 2019).  

  

Genetic interactions can be positive when the observed phenotype is above the 

expected phenotype, and vis-a-versa it can be negative when the observed 

phenotype is below the expected outcome (Mani R et al., 2008). Since 

synthetically lethal interactions between a pair of genes are also common in the 

human genome, they have been utilized to develop successful therapies to 

combat diseased states like cancers. Several cancers are driven by a variety 

of mutations in vital cellular processes. In many cases these cellular processes 

are performed by two redundant pathways and therapeutic inhibition of the 

second redundant pathway is selectively lethal for cancerous cells while the 

normal cells are unaffected. One prominent example is the development of the 

drug Olaparib, a poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) inhibitor (Beijersbergen 

RL et al., 2017). This DNA repair enzyme negatively interacts with the BRCA 

family of enzymes as they perform redundant DNA repair functions (Bryant HE 

et al., 2005; Farmer H et al., 2005). Since several breast and ovarian cancers 

harbor mutations in the BRCA genes (Venkitaraman AR, 2002), inhibiting 

PARP would selectively result in the elimination of these cancer cells while 

normal cells are unaffected due to the functional BRCA gene .  
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Correspondingly, aneuploid chromosomes, also share synthetically lethal 

interactions with other genes or chemical compounds that inhibit specific 

protein function (Tang YC et al., 2011; 2017; Dodgson SE et al., 2016). Hence, 

one could hypothesize that genetic interactions between aneuploid 

chromosomes can help explain the high frequencies of recurring aneuploid 

chromosomes in cancer karyotypes. Partial evidence for the role of genetic 

interactions as the basis of an aneuploidy pattern came from the aneuploidies 

of chromosome 6 and 13. This aneuploidy pair coexists in budding yeast due 

to strong positive genetic interactions between the constitutively expressed 

tubulin genes (Katz W et al., 1990; Anders KR et al., 2009). Now hypothetically 

if an external stress exerts strong positive selection on chromosome 6 

aneuploidy, due to the strong positive genetic interaction with aneuploidy of 

chromosome 13, all yeast strains that adapt against the stress would display a 

karyotype where aneuploidies of chromosome 6 and 13 co-occur. However, 

very little is known about genetic interactions between aneuploid chromosomes 

and how they shape complex aneuploid karyotypes. Nevertheless, regardless 

of whether genetic interactions exist across many aneuploid chromosomes, we 

Figure	7:	How	do	complex	karyotypes	form	under	the	context	of	persistent	CIN.	
High	frequencies	of	chromosomal	instability	is	frequently	seen	in	cancers	and	it	gives	rise	to	
complex	aneuploid	karyotypes	that	correlate	with	poor	prognosis	of	cancer	patients.		However	
we	lack	a	basic	understanding	of	how	such	complex	aneuploid	karyotypes	are	formed	from	
persistent	CIN.	Adapted	from	Cover	photo	of	Clin.	Cancer	Res.	2011	and	Abdel-Rahman	et	al.	
PNAS.	2001.	
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also lack a general understanding of the formation of complex aneuploid 

karyotypes. While many top-down approaches have attempted to understand 

the role of aneuploidy patterns in tumorigenesis, first understanding how 

aneuploidy patterns among complex aneuploid karyotypes are formed and 

evolve during adaption is of utmost importance (Fig. 7).  

 

5. Need for a model to study complex aneuploid karyotypes 

Cancer karyotypes are frequently aneuploid, often with many gains and losses 

of whole chromosomes (Knouse KA et al., 2017). Further, highly complex 

aneuploid karyotypes correlate with the ability of cancer cells to evade the 

immune response (Taylor AM et al., 2018; Davoli T et al., 2017) and, therefore, 

the degree of aneuploidy is a predictor of the efficacy of immunotherapy in 

cancer patients. The higher complexity of aneuploid karyotypes often leads to 

a lowered chance of patient survival (Smith JC et al., 2018). Owing to the 

complexity of cancer karyotypes, it becomes challenging to follow the evolution 

of aneuploid karyotype through time and space in cancerous tissue and piece 

together the formative steps of a complex cancer karyotype. Currently, a 

simplified model to better understand the formation of complex karyotypes is of 

utmost importance as it can shed light on the evolution of complex karyotypes 

and its optimization over time to maximize the cellular fitness under stressful 

conditions. In the next chapter, we describe and characterize a novel method 

in S. cerevisiae to create complex karyotypes and understand their impact on 

cellular physiology. 
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Chapter 2: Results 

1. Yeast cells with Survivin/BIR1 deletion adapt by 

accumulating a high degree of aneuploidy 

Deletion of BIR1, a critical subunit of the CPC in haploid budding yeast, perturbs 

chromosome bi-orientation and induces high rates of chromosomal instability. 

Tetrads of diploid yeast strains with a heterozygous deletion of BIR1 were 

dissected to select for haploid strains with the BIR1 deletion. This deletion was 

found to be often lethal as only 10% of the mutant spores survived. Live 

fluorescence microscopy of the bir1Δ strains revealed high levels of CIN 

ranging from 2.8% to as high as 7.7% per chromosome per cell division (Fig. 

8A), which are consistent with the high degree of lethality previously associated 

with BIR1 deletion (Sandall S et al., 2006).  

 

For further analysis, 102 strains derived from 19 different BIR1-deleted spores 

were subjected to 10 clonal expansions. Propagating a single colony every 

other day to a fresh plate allowed the BIR1 deleted strains to adapt to high 

levels of CIN and acquire faster growth rates than those prior to the clonal 

expansions. These strains, referred to as bir1Δ-ad strains, displayed enhanced 

cellular fitness when compared to the unadapted bir1Δ strains. However, they 

still grew poorly relative to wildtype strains (Figs. 8A, B). To measure the rate 

of chromosome missegregation directly in the bir1Δ-ad strains we tracked LacI-

GFP foci on chromosome 4 tagged with a LacO array. As cells progressed 

through the cell cycle, they missegregated at a rate of 0.5% to 4.2% per 

chromosome per cell division. On comparison of the ongoing CIN measured 
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prior to the clonal adaptations, the adapted strains had a significantly lower CIN 

rate (P = 0.0013).   

 

As a secondary measure of CIN, cells were then grown on plates with moderate 

amount of a drug that depolymerizes microtubules (Benomyl; 10 µg/mL). All the 

bir1Δ strains maintained their sensitivity to the drug after adaptation, indicating  
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that all the adapted bir1Δ strains continue to missegregate their chromosomes 

(Figs. 9B, C). Taken together the bir1Δ-ad strains have adapted by partially 

reducing their levels of CIN while they do not fully abrogate the strong CIN 

phenotype. 

 

To ascertain if the high levels of CIN translate to an elevation in the amount of 

DNA, we measured the DNA content of the bir1Δ-ad strains by flow cytometry. 

All 102 bir1Δ-ad strains had a high degree of aneuploidy with 10 to 40 percent 

elevation in DNA content relative to euploid controls. Even though the adapted 

strains displayed remarkable heterogeneity in both cellular fitness and degree 

of aneuploidy, the two did not share any correlative relationships (Fig. 8B). This 

lack of a clear correlation between the elevated DNA content and cellular fitness 

may be indicative of the absence of a direct relationship between gaining extra 

chromosomes and the adaptation to CIN.   

Figure	8:	Complex	aneuploid	karyotypes	arise	from	adaptation	to	BIR1	deletion.	
A)	Graphical	 representation	 of	 the	 steps	 taken	 to	 generate	 approximately	 102	bir1Δ-ad	 (BIR1	
deletion)	strains.	A	tetrad	dissection	of	the	BIR1/	bir1Δ	diploid	strain	depicting	a	wildtype	(WT)	
and	BIR1	deleted	spores	(bir1Δ)	after	four	days	of	growth	are	shown	on	the	left.	Subsequently	10	
clonal	selections	were	performed	to	allow	the	bir1Δ	strains	to	adapt	(~200	generations).	Equal	
optical	densities	(OD600)	were	spotted	on	rich	medium	(YPAD),	to	depict	the	cellular	fitness	of	the	
bir1Δ	and	the	corresponding	bir1Δ-ad	strain.	
B)	Absence	of	a	correlation	between	the	growth	rates	of	all	102	bir1Δ-ad	strains	and	the	excess	
DNA	accumulated	by	them	during	adaptaion.	DNA	content	as	measured	by	flow	cytometry	was	
plotted	 against	 doubling	 time	 in	 rich	 liquid	 medium	 (YPAD)	 calculated	 using	 optical	 density	
measurements	of	cultures	in	the	exponential	phase	of	growth.	Two-tailed	p-value	=	0.38.	Pearson's	
correlation	coefficient	=	-0.09.	
C)	Visualization	of	the	karyotypes	using	heat-map	depicting	the	chromosome	copy	number	data	of	
each	of	 the	102	bir1Δ-ad	strains	which	was	measured	by	 the	density	of	 read	counts	from	next	
generation	sequencing	of	 the	whole	genome.	Each	row	represents	 the	karyotype	of	one	of	 the	
bir1Δ-ad	strains	and	the	chromosome	copy	number	data	is	clustered	to	depict	karyotype	patterns.	
D)	Frequency	of	each	aneuploidy	chromosome	in	the	adapted	bir1Δ	strains	after	binarization	of	
the	karyotypes	in	C.	
E)	 Growthrate	 comparisons	 of	 the	 haploid	 bir1Δ	 strains	 with	 and	 without	 aneuploidy	 of	
chromosomes	1,	3,	8	and	10.	Mean	doubling	time	along	with	their	standard	errors	are	shown.	*p	≤	
0.01,	***p	≤	0.0001,	ns	=	not	significant	(	from	unpaired	t	test).		
Taken	from	Ravichandran	MC	et	al.,	2018	
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On average the adapted bir1Δ strains doubled every two and a half hours, 

approximately 60% slower than the wildtype strain (Fig. 8B) and these severe 

growth defects could either be a result of the ongoing CIN (induced by the   
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continued lack of Bir1) or the aneuploidy generated by the CIN. To differentiate 

between the growth defects caused by CIN and aneuploidy, a single copy 

insertion of the BIR1 gene was added back into the bir1Δ-ad strains. For nearly 

all the strains, the reintroduction of the BIR1 gene completely rescued the 

sensitivity towards the drug Benomyl demonstrating the elimination of ongoing  

CIN (Figs. 9B, C). Despite the abrogation of CIN, the growth rates of the add-

back strains were only partially rescued, indicating that the persistent 

aneuploidy also contributes to the fitness defects of the bir1Δ-ad strains (Fig. 

9D). Further, most of the add-back strains lost the aneuploidy as soon as BIR1 

was added back, suggesting that the deletion of BIR1 was a source of ongoing 

selection for the observed elevation in DNA content (Fig. 9E). By specifically 

focusing on the cellular fitness of those BIR1-addback strains that maintained 

Figure	9:	BIR1	gene	addback	to	the	bir1Δ-ad	strains.	Associated	with	Figure	8.	
A)	Rates	of	missegregation	for	bir1Δ-ad	strains	measured	by	tracking	GFP-labeled	chromosome	
IV.	The	images	show	examples	of	a	time	lapse	of	a	properly	segregated	(white	arrowheads)	and	
missegregated	(white	arrow)	chromosome	IV.	The	time	interval	is	6	minutes	between	images	and	
the	length	of	the	scale	bar	is	2	μm.	The	graph	plotted	below	depicts	the	quantification	of	the	rate	
of	missegregation	per	chromosome	in	the	wild-type	(WT)	and	several	different	bir1Δ-ad	strains.	
WT	strains	showed	no	missegregation	events	and	the	number	of	chromosome	segregation	events	
counted	(n)	are	displayed	below	the	graph	for	each	strain.	
B)	Benomyl	sensitivity	test	as	a	secondary	measure	of	missegregation	rates	in	bir1Δ-ad	and	bir1Δ-
ad	+	BIR1	add-back	strains.	Moderate	(10	μg/ml)	amount	of	the	microtubule-depolymerizing	drug	
Benomyl	were	added	to	the	media	in	which	the	bir1Δ-ad	and	bir1Δ-ad	+	BIR1	add-back	strains	
were	 grown	 for	 two	days.	Dilution	 spotting	 (10-fold)	were	 performed	with	wildtype,	multiple	
bir1Δ-ad	and	their	respective	BIR1	add-back	strains	on	rich	medium	(YPAD)	plates	supplemented	
with	or	without	Benomyl.	
C)	Quantification	of	 the	Benomyl	 sensitivity	 test	of	 the	bir1Δ-ad	 and	bir1Δ-ad	+	BIR1	 add-back	
strains.	The	y-axis	represents	the	ratio	of	growth	with	vs.	without	Benomyl	for	all	102	bir1Δ-ad	
and	bir1Δ-ad	+	BIR1.	The	standard	errors	and	mean	values	the	are	shown	in	red.	
D)	A	graphical	plot	of	the	fitness	(represented	as	doubling	times)	of	bir1Δ-ad	strains	vs.	bir1Δ-ad	
+	BIR1	add-back	strains.	
E)	A	graphical	plot	of	 the	measured	DNA	content	 (by	 flow	cytometry)	for	bir1Δ-ad	strains	and	
bir1Δ-ad	+	BIR1	add-back	strains.	The	strains	that	displayed	similar	levels	of	aneuploidy	before	
and	after	the	add-back	of	BIR1	are	indicated	as	blue	dots	indicate	.	
F)	Cellular	fitness	of	the	bir1Δ-ad	and	bir1Δ-ad	+	BIR1	add-back	strains	for	all	strains	that	displayed	
similar	 levels	 of	aneuploidy	 before	and	 after	 the	add-back	 of	BIR1	 (blue	 dots	 from	D).	Optical	
density	measurements	were	used	to	calculate	the	doubling	times.	The	standard	errors	and	mean	
values	the	are	shown	in	red.	**	p	<	0.001.		
Taken	from	Ravichandran	MC	et	al.,	2018	
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their DNA content after reintroduction of BIR1, we observed only a partial 

(~50% median) rescue of the growth phenotype (Fig. 9F). Hence, these results 

show that the growth defects of the bir1Δ-ad strains are a sum of the effects of 

both the ongoing CIN and the resultant aneuploidy. Taken together these 

results suggest that the adaptive traits acquired by the bir1Δ-ad strains aim to 

lower the rates of chromosome missegregation likely by gaining aneuploid 

chromosomes.  

 

2. Adaptation to high rates of CIN occurs through many 

different disomic chromosomes in bir1Δ-ad strains 

In order to examine the heterogeneous aneuploidies acquired in the adapted 

bir1Δ strains, we used next generation sequencing to sequence the genomes 

of 102 adapted strains. We used a custom python script that utilized the read 

counts from the sequencing data to identify the relative copy numbers of 

specific aneuploidies commonly gained by the adapted strains. Frequent gains 

of extra copies of chromosomes 1, 2, 3, 8, and 10 were observed with each 

aneuploidy seen in over a quarter of the bir1Δ-ad strains (Figs. 8C, D). 

Chromosomal rearrangements or any large indels were absent across all the 

strains. On average, the strains acquired two mutations in their genomes, 

however the non-synonymous mutations within coding regions were not 

significantly enriched for the ‘CIN’ gene ontology (GO) term (P = 0.53). Among 

the 190 genes mutated in the bir1Δ-ad strains, only 15.8% (30 of 190 mutated 

genes) were CIN genes, which is similar to the overall proportion of CIN genes 

in the entire yeast genome (14.5%, 874 of 6000 genes). Along the same lines, 
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collectively across all 190 mutated genes, there were no other statistically 

significant GO term enrichment in the bir1Δ-ad strains (False discovery rate 

[FDR] < 0.05). Additionally, 41 heterozygous mutations identified on disomic 

chromosomes (Table 4) did not correlate with any common cellular pathway 

suggesting that they do not contribute to the adaptation to CIN. A few candidate 

mutations were further reintroduced into the yeast strains prior to the BIR1 gene 

deletion but they did not correlate with better fitness (data not shown), indicating 

that these mutations were merely a consequence of the genome instability 

caused by BIR1 deletion. The above results suggest that the mutations 

acquired during the adaptation against high levels of CIN did not contribute to 

the improved growth of the bir1Δ-ad strains.  

 

So far, all the results point at aneuploidy as the most substantial genomic 

alteration in the bir1Δ-ad strains. To determine the extent to which each 

aneuploidy contributes to the improved cellular fitness of the bir1Δ-ad strains, 

we grouped the 102 strains relative to the presence or absence of one 

aneuploid chromosome and compared the time taken between successive 

population doublings. The growth rates of all the bir1Δ-ad strains calculated 

using optical density measurements allowed direct comparisons of adapted 

strains with and without extra copies of chromosomes 1, 3, 8, and 10. Since 

there were insufficient number of strains without a gain of chromosome 2 (6 of 

102 bir1Δ-ad strains), it was not possible to make meaningful comparisons. The 

adapted strains that acquired an extra copy of chromosomes 3 or 8 displayed 

an enhanced growth rate, when compared to those that did not have the 
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respective aneuploid chromosomes. While chromosome 1 disomy was 

associated with a small insignificant increase in growth rate (P = 0.14), 

surprisingly the disomy of chromosome 10 did not correlate with better fitness. 

Although an extra copy of chromosome 10 was gained in more than half of the 

strains (Figs. 8D, E), this aneuploidy resulted in a decrease in fitness.  

 

One of the two theories that could help explain this discrepancy is that the 

aneuploidy of chromosome 10 is neutral with respect to cellular fitness and 

during the clonal expansions roughly half of the strains would be expected to 

gain an extra copy of chromosome 10. Alternatively, the disomy of chromosome 

10 could initially provide benefits to cellular fitness, which decreases with time. 

For testing the latter hypothesis, we used a previously established technique 

(Anders KA et al., 2009) to engineer individual chromosome disomy prior to the 

deletion of the BIR1 gene. A strong galactose-inducible promoter placed 

proximal to the centromere of a chromosome of choice allows for a controlled 

non-disjunction of a specific chromosome. The disomy of a chromosome can 

subsequently be selected by a stochastic event involving an engineered genetic 

recombination ultimately resulting in restoration of a selectable marker on the 

extra copy of the chromosome (Fig. 10A). The BIR1 gene is subsequently lost 

by counterselection of the URA3 marker by growing the engineered strains in 

media containing the drug 5-Fluoroorotic acid (5-FOA) (Fig. 10A). When grown 

on 5-FOA plates for selection of BIR1 deleted strains, those engineered strains 

that contained an extra copy of either chromosomes 2, 3, 8, and 10 showed 

improved growth relative to the euploid control (Fig. 10B).  
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Conversely, the disomy of chromosome 9, which was never observed across 

all the bir1Δ-ad strains, drastically impaired fitness when combined with the 

euploid BIR1 deletion strain. As a control for the dilution assay, equal growth 

was observed for all five disomic strains on the non-selective (BIR+) plates. 

Further, the increase in fitness of the engineered disomic strains upon deletion 

of BIR1 corresponded with a decrease in the missegregation rate (Fig. 10C). 

Together these results indicate that the aneuploidies benefit the growth rates 

upon BIR1 deletion by partially suppressing the CIN phenotype associated with 

Figure	10:	Gain	of	an	extra	copy	of	specific	chromosomes	gives	an	initial	advantage	to	the	
BIR1	deletion	strains.	
A)	Graphical	depiction	of	a	galactose-inducible	method	to	engineer	gains	of	specific	
chromosomes	prior	to	the	deletion	of	BIR1	(Refer	to	“Materials	and	Methods”).		B)	Dilution	
spotting	(10-fold)	of	engineered	disomic	strains	on	minimal	media	plates	with	the	drug	5-FOA	
(counter-selects	the	URA3	gene)	or	minimal	media	lacking	uracil	(selects	for	URA3)	plates.	The	
plotted	graph	represents	the	quantification	of	the	fitness	of	each	strain	after	counter-selecting	for	
BIR1	with	5-FOA.	Every	value	was	normalized	to	the	euploid	strain.	∗p	≤	0.05,	∗∗∗p	≤	0.0001,	
∗∗∗∗p	≤	0.00001	(unpaired	t-test).	
C)	Rates	of	missegregation	for	bir1Δ-ad	strains	measured	by	tracking	GFP-labeled	chromosome	
IV	for	bir1Δ	strains	generated	from	5-FOA	plates	as	in	B.	The	number	of	chromosome	segregation	
events	counted	(n)	are	indicated	under	the	graph.	See	Figure	9A	for	representative	examples	of	
segregation	vs	missegregation	events. 
Taken	from	Ravichandran	MC	et	al.,	2018	
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the bir1Δ mutants. Hence, we conclude that each of the disomies of 

chromosome 2, 3, 8, and 10 are frequently gained by the bir1Δ-ad strains 

because they confer an initial benefit after the induction of CIN.  

 

Among all the engineered disomic bir1Δ strains, chromosome 2 displayed a 

strong rescue of the fitness deficit associated with BIR1 deletion. It was also 

the most common aneuploidy selected across the adapted bir1Δ strains, 

suggesting the presence of a gene or group of genes on chromosome 2 that 

strongly contributes and may be necessary to survive the deletion of BIR1. 

Notably, the gene SLI15, encoding a scaffolding subunit in the CPC, is present 

on chromosome 2 and was picked as a candidate gene on chromosome 2 to 

test if doubling its copy number rescues the bir1Δ phenotype. To determine 

this, we added an additional copy of SLI15 at the URA3 locus on chromosome 

5 (Fig. 11A). Duplication of the SLI15 gene leads to a similar level of growth as 

an extra copy of chromosome 2 (Fig. 11B). In contrast to the bir1Δ-ad strains, 

when strains with SLI15 duplication and BIR1 deletion were adapted for a long 

period of time (~200 generations), they showed a drastic decrease in the 

frequency of chromosome 2 disomy and superior growth rates (Figs. 11C, D). 

Copy number determination from sequencing 12 of the adapted SLI15-

duplicated bir1Δ strains showed that albeit displaying a reduced frequency of 

chromosome 2 disomy, they still maintained the 4 other frequent chromosome  
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Figure	11:	Extra	copy	of	Chromosome	2	is	beneficial	for	bir1Δ-ad	strains	by	effectively	
doubling	the	SLI15	gene	copy	number.	Associated	with	Figures	10	and	12.	
A)	An	illustration	of	the	SLI15	gene	duplication.	A	second	copy	of	SLI15	was	placed	on	
chromosome	5.	
B)	A	dilution	series	(10-fold	)	of	strains	on	medium	that	selects	against	the	URA3	gene	(5-FOA	
plates)	and	medium	that	selects	for	URA3	gene	(-uracil	plates).	Selection	on	5-FOA	plates	
selects	for	cells	that	have	spontaneously	lost	the	minichromosome	with	the	URA3	gene,	thus	
also	eliminating	the	only	functional	copy	of	BIR1	present	on	the	same	minichromosome,	
ultimately	generating	a	bir1Δ	cells.	
C)	qPCR	data	depicting	chromosome	2	copy	numbers	of	the	adapted	bir1Δ	strains	and	SLI15	
duplication	+	bir1Δ-ad	strains	before	adaptation	via	clonal	selection.	Standard	errors	and	mean	
values	are	shown	in	red.	
D)	Proliferation	rate	of	the	adapted	bir1Δ	strains	and	SLI15	duplication	+	bir1Δ-ad	strains	
before	adaptation	via	clonal	selection	measured	in	rich	media	using	optical	density.	Standard	
errors	and	mean	values	are	shown	in	red.	
E)	Visualization	of	the	karyotypes	using	heat-map	for	the	SLI15	duplication	+	bir1Δ-ad	strains	.	
Every	strain	is	depicted	as	a	row.	
F)	An	illustration	of	the	SLI15	gene	relocation,	with	the	only	copy	of	this	gene	relocated	to	
chromosome	8.	
G)	Visualization	of	the	karyotypes	using	heat-map	for	the	SLI15	duplication	+	bir1Δ-ad	strains.	
Every	strain	is	depicted	as	a	row.	
Taken	from	Ravichandran	MC	et	al.,	2018	
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disomies (chromosomes 1, 3, 8, and 10) previously observed in the original 

bir1Δ-ad strains (Fig. 11E).  

 

This demonstrates that during the course of adaptation against the CIN  

induced by BIR1 deletion, the bir1Δ-ad strains acquired disomies of 

chromosomes 1, 3, 8, and 10 independent of chromosome 2 disomy. Our 

attempts to create a strain with the only copy of SLI15 on chromosome 5 were 

unsuccessful as all spores were not viable. As chromosome 5 disomy is 

associated with severe growth defects (Torres EM et al., 2007), this result 

further indicates the importance of SLI15 duplication as an important initial step 

towards adaptation to BIR1 deletion. To overcome this, we relocated SLI15 to 

chromosome 8, a chromosome that we knew could be selected in extra copies. 

As expected all the spores with the only copy of SLI15 on chromosome 8 were 

viable and none of them had a disomy of chromosome 2 (0 of 7 strains, Figs. 

11F, G). This further supports the idea that the sole purpose of frequently 

selecting an extra copy of chromosome 2 in the bir1Δ-ad strains was to 

increase the expression of SLI15. 

 

3. Chromosome copy number alterations in bir1Δ-ad strains 

share positive and negative correlations 

Surprisingly, chromosome 10 disomy provided an initial growth advantage, yet 

among the bir1Δ-ad strains gaining an extra copy of chromosome 10 did not 

correlate with better fitness. However, until this point, we have only analyzed 

each chromosomal gain independently, while most of the bir1Δ-ad strains had 
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complex karyotypes with multiple aneuploid chromosomes (98 out of 102 bir1Δ-

ad strains). Since most of the bir1Δ-ad strains had more than one chromosomal 

copy number alteration (or referred to as complex karyotypes), we determined 

if any correlations existed between the different chromosome copy number 

alterations (Fig. 8C). A heat map of the clustered karyotypes of all the bir1Δ-ad 

strains reveals a striking pattern between disomy of chromosomes 8 and 10. 

76 percent (78 of 102) of the adapted bir1Δ strains have either an extra copy 

of chromosome 8 or 10, while only one strain had both (P = 2.6 x 10-9, 

Hypergeometric test) (Fig. 12A). On the other hand, a positive correlation is 

observed between chromosomes 8 and 3. Almost all strains (24 of 26) with an 

elevated copy number of chromosome 8 also have an elevated copy number 

of chromosome 3, while only 59% (45 of 76) of bir1Δ-ad strains missing the 

aneuploidy of chromosome 8 have the aneuploidy of chromosome 3 (P < 0.001, 

Hypergeometric test) (Fig. 12B). Furthermore, an exhaustive analysis 

computed all the pairwise correlations between every aneuploid chromosome 

across the bir1Δ-ad strains disclosed five correlations that were highly 

significant (P < 0.001) also including the two mentioned above (Fig. 12C). In 

conclusion, we found that across the highly aneuploid karyotypes of the bir1Δ-

ad strains each aneuploidy does not act independently. This could help explain 

why some chromosomal gains such as chromosome 10 do not directly correlate 

with improved fitness (Fig. 8E) despite providing an initial fitness advantage to 

the bir1Δ strains (Fig. 10B).  
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4. Correlations between chromosomal copy number 

alterations are a result of genetic interactions among 

aneuploid chromosomes 

The stark anti-correlation among disomies of chromosomes 8 and 10 could be 

explained by one of the two following scenarios. One, the disomies of 

chromosomes 8 and 10 may share a functional redundancy in providing an 

adaptive advantage to BIR1 deletion, wherein gaining one of the aneuploidies 

results in the loss of positive selection for the second aneuploidy. Alternatively, 

when both the aneuploid chromosomes are concomitantly gained, a synthetic 

negative genetic interaction between them, independent of the BIR1 deletion 

may result in a severe loss of cellular fitness. To test the latter, we modified the 

Figure	12:	Genetic	interactions	between	whole	chromosome	disomies	dictate	patterns	in	
complex	aneuploidy.	
A,	B)	Chromosome	copy	numbers	of	specific	chromosomes	represented	as	a	scatter	plot	across	all	
the	 102	 bir1Δ-ad	 strains	 demonstrating	 negative	 (A)	 and	 positive	 (B)	 correlations	 between	
distinct	 chromosome	 disomies.	 Copy	 number	 data	was	 calculated	 as	 in	 Figure	 8C.	 The	 grey	
regions	that	are	darker	contain	strains	which	are	aneuploid	for	both	of	the	chromosomes.		
C)	Visualization	of	the	karyotypes	using	heat-map	for	the	correlations	within	chromosome	copy	
numbers	 of	 all	 102	 haploid	 bir1Δ-ad	 strains.	 Only	 those	 correlations	 between	 aneuploid	
chromosomes	are	shown.	Each	unit	of	the	matrix	represents	the	correlation	coefficient	between	
the	two	chromosomes	indicated	in	the	row	and	column.	Those	correlations	with	P	<	0.001	in	the	
hypergeometric	test	have	a	red	highlighted	border.	
D)	 Graphical	 depiction	 of	 a	 method	 to	 engineer	 strains	 (BIR1+)	 that	 harbor	 a	 gain	 of	 two	
chromosomes.	Cells	were	transformed	with	PCR	fragments	containing	PGAL-CEN3	ura3::HIS3	on	
one	of	the	chromosomes	(	say	Chr	A)	and	PGAL-CEN3	lys2::LEU2	on	the	other	chromosome	(say	
Chr	B).	Using	chromosome	non-disjunction	by	inducing	with	galactose	both	chromosomes	were	
specifically	missegregated	and	selected	with	all	four	auxotrophic	markers	(URA3,	HIS3,	LYS2,	and	
LEU2).		
E)	Relative	colony	sizes	of	the	engineered	double	disomic	strains	on	rich	medium	(YPAD)	plates	
were	normalized	to	all	the	values	in	their	corresponding	rows	and	columns.	Raw	data	with	colony	
sizes	prior	to	normalization	are	shown	in	Panel	H.	
F)	Comparison	of	the	chromosome	copy	number	correlation	coefficients	of	the	bir1Δ-ad	strains	
(from	 C)	 and	 the	 relative	 cellular	 fitness	 of	 double	 disomic	 strains	 (from	 E).	 Relative	 values	
represent	an	average	of	both	values	in	E	(column:row	and	row:column	for	every	chromosome	
pair).	Pearson's	correlation	coefficient	=	0.73.	Two-tailed	p-value	=	0.016.	
G)	Relative	colony	sizes	of	strains	that	are	engineered	with	a	chromosome	2	disomy	and	a	second	
chromosome	that	is	correspondingly	shown.	Normalization	was	performed	as	in	Panel	E.	
H)	 Median	 colony	 sizes	 in	 square	 millimeters	 of	 double	 disomic	 strains	 on	 YPAD	 plates.	
Normalized	values	are	in	Panel	E.	
Adapted	from	Ravichandran	MC	et	al.,	2018	
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previously mentioned technique to induce the disomy of specific chromosomes 

(Anders KA et al., 2009), such that two chromosomal disomies can be 

simultaneously engineered (Fig. 12D). After inducing missegregation by 

growing them in galactose containing medium, the disomy of both 

chromosomes were selected using four auxotrophic markers on plates lacking 

uracil, histidine, leucine, and lysine.  

 

The strains engineered with the disomy of both chromosomes 8 and 10 

displayed colony sizes, that were significantly smaller than expected (Fig. 13A). 

Moreover, pairwise combinations of each of the five chromosomes that 

displayed statistically significant negative or positive correlations between 

chromosome copy number alterations in bir1Δ-ad strains were engineered in 

wild-type yeast strains (Fig. 12E). The disomy of both chromosomes was 

verified by qPCR.  

 

The colony size of the strains containing a pair of disomic chromosomes were 

measured and then normalized such that the growth differences in the 

individual aneuploidies are accounted for (Figs. 12E and 11I). An expected 

colony size was calculated for each pair and the colony sizes of the engineered 

double disomy strains ranged from 60% larger to 70% smaller than expected, 

indicative of strong positive and negative genetic interactions among aneuploid 

chromosomes. By comparing the relative growth of the chromosome pair that 

we tested and chromosome size, we found no significant correlation, 

demonstrating that these genetic interactions were not simply a consequence 
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of increasing amounts of excess DNA (p = 0.48, data not shown). We named 

these genetic interactions at the whole chromosome level as chromosome copy 

number interactions (CCNIs). 

 

To evaluate the degree to which CCNIs among specific aneuploidies could help 

explain the patterns among the complex karyotypes of the bir1Δ-ad strains, we 

plotted the chromosome copy number correlations in the adapted strains (Fig. 

12C) against the fitness data of the engineered double-disomic strains (Fig. 

12E). There was a significant correlation between the fitness of the engineered 

pair of disomic chromosomes and the frequency of co-occurrence of that 

chromosomal pair in the bir1Δ-ad strains (r = 0.73, p = 0.016) (Fig. 12F). For 

example, the strains with disomy of both chromosomes 1 and 8 had the largest 

relative colony size across the engineered strains and accordingly displayed 

the highest significantly positive copy number correlation in the bir1Δ-ad 

strains. On the other hand, the aneuploidy pair that displayed the smallest 

relative colony size, chromosomes 8 and 10, had the highest significantly 

negative copy number correlation in the adapted strains (Figs. 12C, E, F, and 

13A). Additionally when the selection markers were changed they showed 

similar results (Fig. 12E). Chromosome 2 displayed no negative genetic 

interactions with the other chromosomes which might have also contributed to 

its high frequency of occurrence in the bir1Δ-ad strains (Figs. 12G and 12H). 

This demonstrates that negative and positive genetic interactions among pairs 

of aneuploid chromosomes help explain the patterns observed across complex 
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karyotypes. Overall, the results indicate that CCNIs play a key role to govern 

the formative steps of complex aneuploid karyotypes.  

 

Since chromosomes 8 and 10 can display positive CCNIs with other aneuploid 

chromosomes, the strong negative CCNI between chromosomes 8 and 10 

seems to be specific to this pair of aneuploid chromosomes. This specificity of 

CCNIs between chromosomes 8 and 10 suggests that they could result from 

expression imbalances of individual genes on each aneuploid chromosome. 

For identifying the genes responsible for the negative CCNIs between 

chromosomes 8 and 10, we first used the increased basal mutation rate 

associated with aneuploidy to identify a mutant that could rescue the fitness 

defects of the engineered double disomic strain.  
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Figure	13:	Strong	negative	genetic	interaction	between	disomic	chromosomes	8	and	10.	
Strains	with	engineered	disomies	of	 chromosome	8,	10	or	both	were	struck	out	on	rich	media	
(YPAD)	plates	such	that	single	colonies	sizes	could	be	measured.	On	the	right,	the	graph	represents	
the	quantification	of	the	colony	sizes	of	the	engineered	strains	(in	square	millimeters).	Error	bars	
were	calculated	using	the	standard	deviations	from	three	independent	biological	repeats.	
Taken	from	Ravichandran	MC	et	al.,	2018	
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We adapted the engineered chromosome 8 and 10 double-disomic strain for 

22 days by continuously culturing them on selective plates and simultaneously 

measured the colony sizes as a measure of cellular fitness (Fig. 14A). Although 

the strains showed an increase in colony size over time, the increases in fitness 

were unfortunately due to the spontaneous loss of one of the aneuploid 

chromosomes (Figs. 14B, C). Similar experiments using a potent mutagen, Ethyl 

methanesulfonate (EMS) failed to provide suppressor strains with both 

aneuploidies and an enhanced cellular fitness (Figs. 14D, E and F).  

	

As an alternate approach to identify the genes responsible for the chromosome 

8 and 10 negative CCNI, we first attempted to identify the chromosomal regions 

on chromosomes 8 and 10 that contribute to this genetic interaction. Towards 

this, we induced specific reciprocal translocations of chromosomal arms by 

utilizing a CRISPR method mentioned in a recent report that successfully 

engineered whole-chromosome fusions in budding yeast (Luo Z et al., 2018; 

Shao Y et al., 2018) (Fig. 15A). As a proof of principle we first used CRSPR-

assisted reciprocal translocations of chromosomal arms to rescue the lethality 

Figure	 14:	 Experiments	 to	 identify	 the	 mechanistic	 basis	 behind	 negative	 genetic	
interaction.	
A)	 Schematic	 of	 further	 adaptation	 experiment	 of	 the	 chromosome	 8	 and	 10	 double	 disomic	
strains.	
B)	Colony	sizes	of	four	independent	chromosome	8	and	10	double	disomic	strains	before	(Day	1)	
and	after	(Day	22)	the	further	adaptation.	The	graph	on	the	right	indicate	the	quantification	of	the	
colony	sizes.	Error	bars	reflect	the	standard	deviation	within	each	strain.	
C)	 qPCR	quantification	 of	 the	 four	 independent	 chromosome	8	 and	10	double	 disomic	 strains	
before	 (Day	 1)	 and	 after	 (Day	 22)	 the	 further	 adaptation.	 Normalization	 was	 performed	 as	
mentioned	in	the	Materials	and	Methods	section.	
D)	A	 schematic	 of	 the	EMS	mutagenesis	experiments	 to	 identify	 the	basis	 behind	 the	 negative	
CCNIs	between	chromosome	8	and	10.	
E)	Colony	sizes	of	WT,	single	disomes	of	chromosome	8	or	10,	and	double	disomic	strains	before	
and	 after	 treatment	 and	 adaptation	 with	 3%	 EMS.	 The	 graph	 on	 the	 right	 indicate	 the	
quantification	of	the	colony	sizes.	Error	bars	reflect	the	standard	deviation	within	each	strain.	
F)	qPCR	quantification	of	the	chromosome	8	and	10	single	or	double	disomic	strains	before	(Day	
1)	and	after	the	adaptation	after	EMS	treatment.	Normalization	was	performed	as	mentioned	in	
the	Materials	and	Methods	section.	
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associated with chromosome 6 disomy. Since chromosome 6 disomy is lethal 

and rescued only in the presence of chromosome 13, we induced reciprocal 

translocation of chromosomal arms of 6 and 13 such that the parts of both 

chromosomes that share a strong genetic interaction are fused on a single 

chromosome (referred to as Chr 6L-13L). Since the 6L-13L fusion chromosome 

resulted in placing the tubulin genes TUB2 and TUB1 on the same chromosome 
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Figure	15:	CRSPR-assisted	reciprocal	translocation	strategy.	
A)	A	schematic	of	the	CRSPR-assisted	strategy	to	create	strains	with	reciprocal	chromosome	arm	
translocations	which	will	help	identify	the	basis	behind	the	negative	genetic	interactions	between	
aneuploidy	 of	 chromosome	 8	 and	 10.	 The	 yellow	 star	 indicates	 The	 gene	 or	 genes	 that	 are	
responsible	for	the	negative	CCNIs.		
B)	 Dilution	 spotting	 experiment	 to	 demonstrate	 the	 proof	 of	 concept	 experiment	 with	
chromosome	6	and	13.	
C)	qPCR	quantification	of	the	chromosome	8	and	10	single	or	double	disomic	strains	before	(Day	
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Methods	section.	
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we were able to engineer strains with a disomy of Chr 6L-13L (Figs. 15B, C). 

The establishment of this technique is the first step to determine the genes 

responsible for the strong negative CCNI in future experiments. 

 

5. Degree of aneuploidy is proportional to the degree of CIN 

induced 

We next probed what effect varying the level of induced CIN has on the 

complexity of the resulting aneuploidy. To vary the degree of CIN induced, we 

generated mutants that perturb different parts of the error correction pathway 

(Fig. 16A). NBL1, BUB1 and SGO1 genes (referred to as Borealin, BUB1 and 

Shugoshin in humans) were deleted and the strains were adapted through 

multiple rounds of clonal expansion (~400 generations) similar to the bir1Δ-ad 

strains. The doubling time measurements reveal that the bir1Δ-ad and nbl1Δ-

ad strains have the strongest growth deficits, closely followed by the bub1Δ-ad 

strains, while the sgo1Δ-ad strains had a relatively weak phenotype (Fig. 16B). 

These growth rates followed the published measurements of chromosome 

missegregation rates for BIR1 and SGO1 mutant strains (Storchova Z et al., 

2011; Campbell CS and Desai A, 2013). Similar to the adapted BIR1 deletion 

strains, whole genome sequencing data of the nbl1Δ-ad, bub1Δ-ad, and 

sgo1Δ-ad strains were used to determine the chromosome copy numbers. The 

complex aneuploid karyotypes in the adapted strains of all four deletion mutants 

revealed very similar patterns. Aneuploidies of predominantly the same five 

chromosomes were observed across all four mutants (1, 2, 3, 8, and 10) (Figs. 

16C, D). Barring one sgo1Δ-ad strain, the rest of the mutant strains also 
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displayed a strong negative correlation between disomies of chromosome 8 

and 10 (Fig. 16C). While the general aneuploidy patterns across the complex 

karyotypes of the various adapted deletion strains remained the same, the 

degree of aneuploidy differed significantly among the deletion strains. The 

nbl1Δ-ad and bir1Δ-ad strains had the highest gains of aneuploidy, whereas 

bub1Δ-ad and sgo1Δ-ad strains accumulated comparatively lower levels of 

aneuploidy (Figs. 16E).  
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C) Heat-map visualization of the clustered chromosome copy numbers of the nbl1Δ-ad, bub1Δ-ad and sgo1Δ-ad strains. 
D) Plot of the percentage of strains with a gain of a specific chromosome based on binarization of the data shown in B and 
Figure 1C. 
E) Percent change in overall DNA content as measured by taking the binarized copy number values of each chromosome, 
subtracting 1, multiplying each by the fraction of the genome represented by that chromosome, and then summing all of the 
chromosomes. 
Mean values and the standard errors are in red.  ***p ≤ 0.0001, ****p < 0.00001.
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The trend of the degree of aneuploidy accumulated by the mutant strains 

closely correlates to the published degree of CIN observed in these mutants.  

Together, the above results suggest that higher chromosome missegregation 

rates can increase the complexity of an aneuploid karyotype. 

 

6. Correlations between chromosomal copy number 

alterations are affected by the ploidy of the cell 

We subsequently wanted to learn if changes in ploidy could have an impact on 

the patterns in complex karyotypes that were previously observed in the bir1Δ-

ad strains. Unlike the haploid genomes, there is a greater number of aneuploidy 

types in diploids that could potentially be exploited for adaptation. These 

aneuploidy states include a loss of a chromosome copy (Monosomy) or a 50% 

increase in chromosome copy number (Trisomy) and a gain of two extra copies 

of a chromosome (Tetrasomy). Theoretically this might allow more avenues of 

adaptation and fine-tune the paths taken to an optimal fitness state. 

	

To test if multiple aneuploidy types can change the pattern in complex 

karyotypes, we generated 25 bir1Δ diploid yeast strains with both copies of the 

Figure	16:	The severity of induced CIN correlates with the resultant degree of aneuploidy.	
A)	A	schematic	of	the	CPC,	chromosomal	passenger	complex	and	its	regulators	of	 its	chromatin	
localization.		
B)	Cellular	fitness	data	depicting	doubling	times	for	each	strain	type	indicated.		
C)	Visualization	of	the	karyotypes	using	a	clustered	heat-map	of	the	chromosome	copy	numbers	of	
the	four	different	mutant	strains	(nbl1Δ-ad,	bub1Δ-ad	and	sgo1Δ-ad	strains)		
D)	 Graph	 displaying	 the	 proportion	 of	 strains	 that	 have	 	 gained	 a	 specific	 chromosome	 after	
binarization	of	the	data	shown	previously	in	C	and	Figure	8C.		
E)	Changes	in	overall	DNA	content	(as	a	percentage)	as	measured	by	considering	the	binarized	
chromosome	 copy	 number	 values,	 subsequently	 subtracting	 1,	 and	 multiplying	 each	 by	 the	
genome	 fraction	 represented	 by	 that	 particular	 chromosome,	 and	 then	 taking	 a	 sun	 all	 of	 the	
chromosomes.		
Standard	errors	and	mean	values	the	are	shown	in	red.		∗∗∗p	≤	0.0001,	∗∗∗∗p	<	0.00001.	
Taken	from	Ravichandran	MC	et	al.,	2018	
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BIR1 gene deleted and adapted them via clonal expansions. Subsequently, 

they were subjected to whole genome sequencing to determine the karyotype 

of each strain (Fig. 17A). Analogous to the haploid bir1Δ-ad strains, the diploid 

bir1Δ/Δ-ad strains frequently accumulated an extra copy of the same 

chromosomes 2, 3, 8, and 10 (Fig. 17B). Additionally, the bir1Δ/Δ-ad strains  
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also gained an extra copy of chromosome 13 at much higher frequencies than 

in bir1Δ-ad strains (64% in diploids vs. 8% in haploids) (Figs. 17B and 8D).  

 

Unlike the other chromosomal gains (2, 3, 8, and 10), chromosome 13 did not 

show any instances of tetrasomy (Fig. 17A). This suggests the cell displays a 

higher tolerance to a 50% increase in  the copy number of chromosome 13, 

when compared to bir1Δ-ad strains with a 100% increase. Apart from 

chromosomal gains, losses of chromosomes 1 and 9 were observed at a high 

frequency (Chr 1 loss - 44% and Chr 9 loss - 28%, Fig. 17B). Across the 

bir1Δ/Δ-ad strains, copies of chromosome 1 were both gained and lost, 

suggesting that the chromosome aneuploidy is largely inconsequential and very 

likely does not contribute to the adaptation to BIR1 deletion. Comparing 

haploids and diploids, the percent change in DNA content after normalization 

to the basal ploidy was very similar (Fig. 17C). This demonstrates that the 

Figure	17:	Chromosome	copy	number	correlations	are	greatly	affected	by	the	ploidy.	
A)	Visualization	of	the	karyotypes	using	a	clustered	heat-map	of	chromosome	copy	numbers	for	
diploid	bir1Δ-ad	strains.	All	of	the	25	diploid	bir1Δ-ad	strains	are	represented	in	a	row.		
B)	Frequency	of	occurrence	of	each	aneuploid	chromosomes	in	the	diploid	bir1Δ-ad	strains	after	
binarization	of	the	data	shown	in	A.		
C)	Percentage	change	in	DNA	content	that	was	calculated	by	taking	the	binarized	copy	number	
values	of	every	chromosome,	then	subtracting	the	basal	ploidy	of	2,	multiplying	this	value	with	
the	genome	fraction	represented	by	that	particular	chromosome,	and	then	adding	up	the	absolute	
values	for	every	chromosome.	The	two	groups	were	not	significantly	different.	p	=	0.16		
D)	Cellular	fitness	measured	as	doubling	times	for	both	the	haploid	and	diploid	bir1Δ-ad	strains.	
The	two	groups	were	not	significantly	different.	p	=	0.91		
E)	Visualization	of	the	karyotypes	using	a	heat-map	of	the	chromosome	copy	number	correlations	
for	all	the	25	diploid	bir1Δ-ad	strains.	Only	those	correlations	between	aneuploid	chromosomes	
are	 shown.	 Each	 unit	 of	 the	 matrix	 represents	 the	 correlation	 coefficient	 between	 the	 two	
chromosomes	 indicated	 in	 the	 row	 and	 column.	 Those	 correlations	 with	 P	 <	 0.05	 in	 the	
hypergeometric	test	have	a	red	highlighted	border.	
F)	Graphical	 plot	 of	 particular	chromosome	copy	numbers	 from	 the	 karyotypes	 of	 25	 diploid	
bir1Δ-ad	 strains	 representing	 a	 negative	 correlation	 among	 trisomy	 of	 chromosome	 13	 and	
monosomy	of	chromosome	9.	Copy	number	data	was	calculated	from	read	frequencies	as	before	
in	 E.	 The	 grey	 regions	 that	 are	 darker	 contain	 strains	 which	 are	 aneuploid	 for	 both	 of	 the	
chromosomes.	
The	standard	error	and	mean	values	of	each	group	are	indicated	in	red	with	error	bars.	
Taken	from	Ravichandran	MC	et	al.,	2018	
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tolerated fraction of the cellular burden of aneuploidy scales with the ploidy of 

the cell. But despite having the ability to fine-tune the process of adaptation with 

multiple avenues, the diploids on average have similar growth rates to the 

haploids (Fig. 17D). Together, the above data clearly indicates that the initial 

ploidy of a cell is an important factor that affects the patterns in complex 

aneuploid karyotypes. 

 

We next performed pairwise comparisons of the frequency of co-occurrence of 

specific aneuploidies in the bir1Δ/Δ-ad strains (Fig. 17E). Surprisingly the 

strongest negative chromosome copy number correlation seen in haploids 

between chromosomes 8 and 10 vanished in the diploid bir1Δ/Δ-ad strains. 

Alternatively, loss of chromosome 9 and the gain of chromosomes 10 or 13 

shared the most significant negative correlations (p = 0.003 and 7 x 10-5, 

respectively). About 92% of the strains (23 of 25) had either chromosome 9 loss 

or chromosome 13 gain but both aneuploidies were never observed 

simultaneously (Figs. 17E and 17F). Similar to chromosomes 8 and 10 in the 

haploid adapted strains, the strong negative correlation between chromosome 
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9 monosomy and 13 trisomy is due to a negative CCNI. Strains engineered with 

monosomy of chromosome 9 and chromosome 13 trisomy had a 50% smaller 

colony size when compared to the monosomy of chromosome 9 alone (p < 

0.0001) (Fig. 18A). Hence, CCNIs also govern the formation of complex 

aneuploid karyotypes in cells with a diploid basal ploidy. In conclusion, 

chromosome copy number correlations and interactions are observed across 

different ploidy states, although there are dramatic changes in the patterns.  

 

7. Aneuploid cancer karyotypes also display chromosome 

copy number correlations 

Aneuploid cancer karyotypes were collected from The Cancer Genome Atlas 

database to determine whether patterns similar to those in the BIR1 deletion 

strains could also be seen among complex cancer karyotypes. By analyzing the 

competitive genome hybridization (CGH) data from the databases, we were 

able to build a matrix comparing the pairwise correlations between the 

frequently observed aneuploidies across fifteen different cancer types. The five 

cancers with the highest frequency of whole arm complex aneuploidy or whole 

chromosome aneuploidy were analyzed in greater detail (Figs. 19A and 20, 

Table 2).  Strong chromosome copy number correlations were observed across 

Figure	18:	Strong	negative	genetic	interaction	between	aneuploid	chromosomes	9	and	13.	
Strains	with	engineered	monosomy	of	chromosome	9,	trisomy	of	chromosome	10	or	both	were	
struck	out	on	rich	media	(YPAD)	plates	such	that	single	colonies	sizes	could	be	measured.	On	the	
right,	 the	graph	 represents	 the	 quantification	 of	 the	 colony	 sizes	 of	 the	engineered	 strains	 (in	
square	 millimeters).	 Error	 bars	 were	 calculated	 using	 the	 standard	 deviations	 from	 three	
independent	biological	repeats.	
Taken	from	Ravichandran	MC	et	al.,	2018	
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all the five cancer types. Among them the patterns observed in Lower Grade 

Glioma (LGG) resembled the patterns in the bir1Δ-ad strains, comprising of 

both strong negative and positive copy number correlations (Figs. 19A, B). LGG 
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Figure 6: Identification of chromosome copy number correlations in Brain Lower Grade Glioma (LGG) 
tumors.

A) Visualization of the chromosome arm karyotypes from Brain Lower Grade Glioma tumor samples. Cancer karyotype data 
was acquired from the competitive genome hybridization (CGH) data from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) database. Each 
of the 193 Low Grad Glioma karyotypes is represented as a row with the column indicating the chromosome copy number of 
chromosome arms. Only chromosome arms where aneuploidy was present in over 10% of the tumor samples are shown. 
B) Pairwise correlation coefficients for chromosome arm aneuploidy are shown as a heat map. The frequency of each 
aberration is shown in green as a percentage. The red highlighted border indicates a P < 5 x 10-7 in the hypergeometric test. 
See also Figure S4.

Figure	19:	Identification	of	correlations	among	chromosome	copy	numbers	in	Brain	Lower	
Grade	Glioma	(LGG)	tumors.	
A)	Visualization	 of	 the	 karyotypes	 using	 a	 heat-map	of	 the	Brain	 Lower	Grade	Glioma	 tumor	
samples.	The	karyotype	data	was	acquired	from	both	the	Cancer	Genome	Atlas	(TCGA)	database	
and	 the	competitive	 genome	hybridization	 (CGH)	data.	Every	 karyotype	 of	 the	 193	Low	Grad	
Glioma	is	represented	as	a	row	and	the	column	indicates	the	chromosome	copy	number	of	each	
chromosomal	arms.	Only	those	chromosomal	arms	whose	aneuploidy	was	present	in	more	than	
10%	of	the	tumor	samples	are	displayed.		
B)	 Visualization	 of	 the	 karyotypes	 using	 a	 heat-map	 of	 the	 chromosomal	 arm	 copy	 number	
correlations.	The	frequency	of	occurrence	(as	a	percentage)	of	every	aberration	is	shown	on	top	
in	green.	Those	correlations	with	P	<	5	x	10-7	in	the	hypergeometric	test	have	a	red	highlighted	
border.	Figure	20	represents	similar	analysis	of	4	other	tumor	types.	
Taken	from	Ravichandran	MC	et	al.,	2018	
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cancer type largely showed two main positive correlations, those with 

chromosome 7 gain and chromosome 10 loss and with losses of both 

chromosomal arms 1p and 19q (Fig. 19B). The latter is a consequence of a 

frequent translocation between chromosomes 1 and 19. Intriguingly, the LGG 

karyotypes that displayed this translocation of 1p and 19q did not co-occur with 

the gain of chromosome 7 or loss of chromosome 10 and hence, shared a 

strong negative chromosome copy number correlation (Fig. 19B). The other 

aneuploidies that occur at a high frequency like the loss of chromosome 18 did 

not show any correlation with the other chromosomal aneuploidies. This 

suggests that positive or negative chromosome copy number correlations are 

specific to certain aneuploidies. Overall we observe chromosome copy number 

correlations across various cancer karyotypes, which may reflect the presence 

of CCNIs between different aneuploidies within aneuploid cancer karyotypes. 

 

8. The adapted strains converge on an optimal karyotype after 

an extended period of competitive adaptation 

So far, we found that after an initial round of adaptation, the BIR1 deletion 

strains acquired various complex aneuploid karyotypes and most of those 

karyotypes strongly correlated with enhanced cellular fitness. But it is surprising 

that the aneuploid karyotypes were heterogeneous and not all the strains 

acquired the most beneficial combination of aneuploid chromosomes. Perhaps 

one reason could be that the bir1Δ-ad strains were not given enough time to 

adapt in a competitive environment and the heterogeneous aneuploid 

karyotypes are a result of an intermediate state along the course of adaptation. 
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Possibly after further adaptation to BIR1 deletion, the bir1Δ-ad strains may 

converge on an “ideal” aneuploid karyotype. On the other hand additional 

adaptation may instead provide the strains enough time to sample alternate 

pathways and obtain the advantageous traits independent of the aneuploidy. 

Ultimately, the further adapted strains could eliminate the disadvantages of the 

aneuploid karyotype by returning to the euploid state, as illustrated in a previous 

study (Yona AH et al., 2012).  

 
Therefore we selected 16 haploid and 16 diploid bir1Δ-ad strains for further 

adaptation by growing them in rich liquid media for an additional ~200 

generations (Fig. 21A). These further adapted haploid strains will be referred to 

as bir1Δ-ad2 strains and as bir1Δ/Δ-ad2 strains for the diploids. The CIN 

phenotype after additional adaptation in liquid media had not greatly changed, 

as the 16 bir1Δ/Δ-ad2 strains displayed nearly no change in sensitivity to 

Benomyl when compared to their corresponding bir1Δ/Δ-ad counterparts (Fig. 

22A). Copy number determination from the sequencing data revealed that the 

haploid bir1Δ-ad2 strains had completely lost the aneuploidy of chromosomes 

8 and 10 (Figs. 21B, C). Hence, the further adapted strains had more similar 

karyotypes, as measured by the decrease in the pooled standard deviation from 

0.18 to 0.13 after liquid adaptation. In contrast, chromosome copy numbers of 

chromosomes 1 and 2 were unchanged. Four bir1Δ-ad2 haploid strains that 

started with a disomy of chromosome 10 and a single copy of chromosome 3 

lost the aneuploidy of chromosome 10 and gained an extra copy of 

chromosome 3. This suggests that among the haploids, the karyotype 

converges on an “optimal” bir1Δ karyotype, which includes just the aneuploidy  
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Figure	20:	Correlations	across	chromosome	arm	aneuploidies	in	four	different	cancer	types.	
Pairwise	correlation	coefficients	of	chromosome	arm	aneuploidies	are	visualized	as	a	heat	map	for	
138	Colon	Adenocarcinoma,	253	Kidney	Renal	Clear	Cell	Carcinoma,	160	Glioblastoma	Multiforme,	
and	119	Stomach	Adenocarcinoma	tumors.	The	frequency	of	occurrence	(as	a	percentage)	of	every	
aberration	is	shown	in	green.	Those	correlations	with	P	<	5	x	10-7	in	the	hypergeometric	test	have	
a	red	highlighted	border.	
Taken	from	Ravichandran	MC	et	al.,	2018	
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31   +5p 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.3 -0.1 -0.1 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.1 0.1 -0.1

51   +5q 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 -0.2 -0.2 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.1 -0.2 0.0 -0.1 -0.1

31   +7p 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 -0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2

34   +7q 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 -0.1 0.3 0.2 0.2

19  +12p 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 -0.1 -0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.2 -0.1 0.3 0.3 0.1

19  +12q 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 -0.1 -0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.3 0.3 0.1

19  +16p 0.0 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.3 0.3 0.2

15  +16q 0.0 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.1

19  +20p 0.1 0.5 0.3 0.1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.1 0.1 -0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.1

22  +20q 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.4 0.4 0.1

18   -1p 0.1 0.0 -0.1 -0.2 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 -0.4 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.5 0.4 -0.1 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.5

11   -1q 0.0 -0.1 -0.2 0.0 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.1 0.0 -0.4 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.4 0.5 -0.1 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.6

80   -3p 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 -0.4 -0.4 0.1 0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.2 0.2 -0.2 -0.1 -0.1 0.2 -0.3 0.0 -0.1 -0.3

21   -3q 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.1

11   -4p 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.1

13   -4q 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.3 0.2 0.1

21   -6p -0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.5 -0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.0 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.4

26   -6q 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.4 -0.1 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 -0.1 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.3

30   -8p 0.0 0.0 0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1

15   -8q 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.3 0.2 -0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 -0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2

27   -9p 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.0 0.3 0.2 0.1

27   -9q 0.1 0.1 0.1 -0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.0 0.3 0.2 0.1

13  -10p 0.0 0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.5 -0.2 0.0 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.4 -0.1 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.5

19  -10q 0.0 0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.4 -0.1 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.4 -0.1 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.4

13  -13q 0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.5 -0.1 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.0 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.4

47  -14q 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2 -0.1 -0.1 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.0 -0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.3 0.3 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.2 0.1 0.0

11  -17p -0.1 0.0 -0.1 -0.2 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.3 0.4 -0.3 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.4 0.4 -0.1 0.1 0.1 0.4

17  -18p 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.2

19  -18q 0.1 0.1 0.1 -0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1

15  -21q -0.2 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.6 -0.3 -0.1 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.0 0.4 0.2 0.1

16 24 14 43 35 55 66 15 15 18 15 22 16 14 44 52 11 18 16 11 22 11 14 14 20 20

  +1q   +3q   +5p   +7p   +7q   +8p   +8q   +9q  +10p  +12p  +12q  +13q  +18p  +19q  +20p  +20q   -3p   -4p   -4q   -5q   -9p  -16q  -17p  -18p  -18q  -21q

16   +1q 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.2

24   +3q 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2

14   +5p 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 -0.3 -0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.3

43   +7p 0.2 0.2 0.2 -0.3 -0.1 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3

35   +7q 0.2 0.2 0.1 -0.2 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.1 -0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2

55   +8p -0.1 0.0 -0.3 -0.3 -0.2 0.0 -0.2 -0.2 -0.1 -0.1 -0.2 -0.3 -0.1 -0.2 -0.2 -0.3 -0.2 -0.2 -0.3 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.3 -0.2

66   +8q 0.0 0.0 -0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.2 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 -0.2 -0.1 0.1 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.2

15   +9q 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.1 -0.1 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.0

15  +10p 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 -0.2 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.3

18  +12p 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.2 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2

15  +12q -0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.1 0.1 -0.1 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1

22  +13q 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2

16  +18p 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.2 -0.2 0.0 -0.1 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2

14  +19q 0.3 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.1 -0.3 -0.2 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.1

44  +20p 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 -0.1 -0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2

52  +20q 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3

11   -3p 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3

18   -4p 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.4 0.4

16   -4q 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 -0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.4 0.4

11   -5q 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.2 -0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.4

22   -9p 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 -0.3 0.0 -0.1 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5

11  -16q 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 -0.1 -0.2 -0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.5 0.4 0.0 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2

14  -17p 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 -0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

14  -18p 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.2

20  -18q 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.3 -0.3 -0.1 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.2

20  -21q 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2 -0.2 0.2 0.0 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.2

91 90 34 29 33 33 14 13 24 42 11 88 90 17 16 40 31 18 13 11 29

  +7p   +7q  +19p  +19q  +20p  +20q  +21q   -6p   -6q   -9p   -9q  -10p  -10q  -11p  -11q  -13q  -14q  -15q  -16q  -17q  -22q

91   +7p 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.3 0.3 -0.2 0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

90   +7q 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.2 -0.1 0.1 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0

34  +19p 0.1 0.0 0.5 0.5 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 0.3 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 -0.2 0.0 -0.2 0.0 -0.1

29  +19q 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.1 -0.2 0.0 -0.2 0.0 -0.1

33  +20p 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 -0.2 0.3 0.0

33  +20q 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.0 -0.1 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 -0.2 -0.1 -0.2 0.2 0.0

14  +21q 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 -0.2 -0.1 -0.1 -0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.4 0.1

13   -6p 0.0 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2

24   -6q 0.0 0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0

42   -9p 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 -0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.0 -0.2 -0.1

11   -9q 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 -0.1 0.0

88  -10p 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1

90  -10q 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 -0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1

17  -11p -0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.2

16  -11q 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.2

40  -13q -0.1 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.2

31  -14q -0.1 -0.1 -0.2 -0.2 -0.1 -0.2 0.1 0.4 0.4 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.2

18  -15q -0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.1 0.1 -0.1 0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 -0.1 -0.1

13  -16q 0.1 0.1 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 -0.1 -0.1

11  -17q 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.1 -0.2 -0.1 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 0.1

29  -22q 0.1 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 -0.1 -0.1 0.1
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of chromosomes 2 and 3, while chromosome 10 disomy is eliminated due to a 

negative CCNI between the disomy of chromosomes 3 and 10 (Figs. 12C, E).  

Intriguingly, among the bir1Δ/Δ-ad2 diploid strains the pooled standard 

deviation decreased from 0.36 to 0.17, which indicates that after liquid 

adaptation they developed much more homogenous complex karyotypes. 

Nearly all the diploids had trisomies of chromosomes 2, 3, 10, and 13 (Figs. 

21D, E). Strikingly, chromosome 9 monosomy that was present in three of the 

bir1Δ/Δ-ad strains, lost the aneuploidy by regaining a copy of chromosome 9 

but also gained an extra copy of chromosome 13. This exchange between the 
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aneuploidy of chromosomes 9 and 13 occurred inside a week of each other and 

happened in the first two weeks of additional adaptation (Fig. 22B). In 

conclusion certain types of aneuploidy, which provide an early fitness 

advantage like chromosome 10 disomy in the haploid strains or the 

chromosome 9 monosomy in diploid strains, will eventually be replaced by other 

incompatible aneuploidies that comparatively provide a better  

growth advantage (chromosome 3 gain in haploid strains and chromosome 13 gain 

in diploid strains). Collectively, these results indicate that although there are 

multiple, sometimes conflicting routes to obtain the optimal karyotype, aneuploid 

cell populations with high levels of CIN will ultimately converge on a common 

complex aneuploid karyotype. 

	
	 	

Figure	 21:	 Convergence	 on	 “ideal”	 karyotypes	 after	 additional	 adaptation	 of	 the	 BIR1	
deletion	strains.	
A)	Pictorial		representation	of	the	clonal	expansion	(adaptation	process	on	solid)	(see	Figure	8A)	
followed	by	further	adaptation	in	liquid	medium.	On	the	solid	medium	the	BIR1	deletion	strains	
were	 struck	 out	 such	 that	 single	colonies	were	allowed	 to	 grow	 for	 2	 days	at	 30°C.	 After	 ten	
rounds	of	clonal	expansion	on	solid	medium,	a	few	of	bir1Δ-ad	strains,	selected	such	that	they	
represent	a	diverse	set	of	karyotypes,	and	these	strains	were	grown	further	for	an	additional	21	
days	(~200	generations)	in	liquid	medium.	Liquid	cultures	were	diluted	each	day	for	3	weeks,	
which	generated	the	further	adapted	haploid/diploid	strains	(bir1Δ-ad2	strains).		
B)	Visualization	of	the	karyotypes	using	a	heat-map	of	chromosome	copy	number	values	for	the	
haploid	bir1Δ	strains	prior	to	(see	Figure	8C)	and	after	further	adaption	in	liquid	medium.	The	
bir1Δ-ad	strains	before	adaptation	are	shown	on	the	left	and	directly	correspond	to	the	further	
adapted	bir1Δ-ad2	strains	on	the	right.		
C)	Frequency	of	occurrence	of	each	aneuploid	chromosome	amongst	the	haploid	bir1Δ-ad	and	
bir1Δ-ad2	strains	after	binarization	of	the	data	in	B.		
D)	Visualization	of	the	karyotypes	using	a	heat-map	of	chromosome	copy	number	values	for	the	
diploid	bir1Δ	strains	prior	to	(similar	to	Figure	17A)	and	after	further	adaption	in	liquid	medium.	
The	bir1Δ-ad	 strains	 before	 adaptation	 are	 shown	on	 the	 left	 and	directly	 correspond	 to	 the	
further	adapted	bir1Δ-ad2	strains	on	the	right.		
E)	Frequency	of	occurrence	of	each	aneuploid	chromosome	amongst	 the	diploid	bir1Δ-ad	and	
bir1Δ-ad2	strains	after	binarization	of	the	data	in	D.	
Taken	from	Ravichandran	MC	et	al.,	2018	
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Figure	22:	Benomyl	sensitivity	and	chromosome	copy	numbers	changes	over	time	of	the	
diploid	bir1Δ-ad2	strains.	
A)	Benomyl	sensitivity	test	as	a	secondary	measure	of	missegregation	rates	of	the	bir1Δ-ad2	
diploids.	Moderate	(10	μg/ml)	amount	of	the	microtubule-depolymerizing	drug	Benomyl	were	
added	to	the	media	in	which	the	bir1Δ-ad2	diploids	strains	were	grown	for	two	days.	Dilution	
spotting	(10-fold)	were	performed	with	wildtype,	and	multiple	bir1Δ-ad2	diploids	on	DMSO	
control	(YPAD	+	DMSO)	plates	and	plates	supplemented	with	Benomyl.	
B)	qPCR	quantification	of	the	chromosome	9	and	13	copy	number	changes	over	the	course	of	the	
liquid	adaptation.	Cultures	taken	at	after	every	week	were	subjected	to	qPCR	to	visualize	the	
stepwise	changes	of	aneuploidies	of	chromosome	9	and	13	that	share	a	negative	CCNI.	
Taken	from	Ravichandran	MC	et	al.,	2018	
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Chapter 3: Discussion 

In our study, we established a method to study the formation of complex 

karyotypes in the context of extremely high rates of chromosome 

missegregation (CIN). We induced CIN using genomic lesions in the Bir1, a 

subunit of CPC which is an error correction machinery functioning at the 

kinetochore-microtubule interface. Along with increasing the frequency of 

aneuploidy, we found that high CIN also creates selective pressure to optimize 

cellular fitness via aneuploidy. We successfully generated complex aneuploid 

karyotypes, which led to the identification of strong correlations and 

anticorrelations within specific pairs of aneuploid chromosomes. We then 

hypothesized that such patterns might arise as a consequence of genetic 

interactions amongst specific pairs of aneuploid chromosomes. To test this 

hypothesis, we engineered strains that were simultaneously aneuploid for two 

chromosomes. Cellular fitness measurements of all engineered strains 

indicated that genetic interactions (or chromosome copy number interactions 

(CCNIs)) were indeed responsible for the correlative relationships observed 

within the complex karyotypes of the adapted strains. Further, the fitness 

consequences of such CCNIs correlated well with the patterns observed among 

the complex karyotypes of the CIN adapted strains. Given enough time to 

adapt, there is an increase in homogeneity across the adapted strains as they 

converge on a common karyotype. The complex karyotypes were refined to an 

optimal state by the elimination of chromosome pairs with negative CCNIs and 

the enrichment of those that share positive CCNIs in an attempt to maximize 

cellular fitness.  
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 From all the observations above, we derived a model that describes the 

different paths explored by the yeast in order to obtain a final, ideal aneuploid 

state, which minimizes the fitness deficits from the BIR1 deletion (Fig. 23). 

These paths to an adapted state were derived based on i) relating the growth 

rates of the different aneuploid karyotypes (Figs. 8E and 10B), ii) changes in 

the karyotypes after liquid adaptation (Figs. 21B-E), iii) the identified CCNIs 

between specific pairs of aneuploid chromosomes (Figs. 12E, 13A, and C).  

	Although the paths leading to the adapted state and the ideal karyotype are 

different for the haploid and diploid strains, they have several traits in common. 

Both the ploidies show step-wise changes in aneuploidy and corresponding 

alterations in fitness. All the paths begin with the gain of an extra copy of 

chromosome 2, which is initially essential for survival. Subsequently, the strains 

could acquire a variety of aneuploidies, each with their selective advantage. A 

Figure	 23:	 An	 empirical	 model	 of	 paths	 taken	 by	 BIR1	 deletion	 strains	 to	 acquire	 an	
optimal	karyotype.	
An	empirical	model	portraying	the	paths	of	adaptation	to	deletion	of	BIR1	based	on	synthesizing	
data	from	Figures	8,	10,	12,	17,	and	21.	The	adaptation	begins	with	the	gain	of	an	extra	copy	of	
chromosome	 2,	 which	 seems	 to	 be	 beneficial	 for	 initial	 survival.	 Following	 the	 gain	 of	
chromosome	2,	multiple	different	routes	can	be	taken	by	both	diploid	and	haploid	yeast	during	
complex	karyotype	formation.	Note	that	certain	aneuploid	chromosomes	(like	the	monosomy	of	
chromosome	9	 in	 diploids	and	disomy	of	 chromosome	10	 in	 haploids)	 offer	an	early	 growth	
advantage	 during	 adaptation	 but	 since	 such	 aneuploidies	 share	 a	 negative	 CCNIs	with	more	
beneficial	aneuploid	chromosomes	the	cells	must	lose	such	aneuploidies	to	reach	an	"optimal"	
complex	karyotype.	
Taken	from	Ravichandran	MC	et	al.,	2018	
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proportion of the strains would likely proceed down a direct route resulting in 

quickly acquiring the optimal karyotype such as the disomy of chromosome 3 

in haploid strains. Instead, very often, the cultures may take a detour by gaining 

an aneuploidy that is beneficial early on, but, paradoxically, due to negative 

CCNIs, it acts as a barrier to acquire the final, optimal complement of aneuploid 

chromosomes. Examples depicting this are aneuploidies like the gain of 

chromosome 10 in haploids and the loss of a copy of chromosome 9 in diploids. 

Although these aneuploidies are initially advantageous, due to negative CCNIs 

with more beneficial aneuploidies, such initially advantageous aneuploidies are 

eventually replaced with aneuploidies that are more useful like disomy of 

chromosome 3 in haploids and trisomy of chromosome 13 in diploids. Together, 

our observations shed light on a versatile mechanism of adaptation via 

aneuploidy, with multiple chromosomal aneuploidies providing a competitive 

edge under similar selective conditions. However, despite these divergent 

paths of adaptation, cell populations with high chromosomal instability, settle 

on an ideal karyotype through the acquisition of specific beneficial aneuploid 

chromosomes over time. 	

  

Synergistic genetic interactions between specific chromosome pairs have been 

reported before, depicted by the disomy of chromosome 6 in haploid strains 

being tolerated only with a simultaneous gain of chromosome 13 (Torres EM et 

al., 2007; Anders KR et al., 2009). The basis behind this positive interaction is 

the imbalanced expression of the tubulin gene TUB2 present on chromosomes 

6, encoding the beta subunit of the tubulin complex. When chromosome 13 is 
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also present in an extra copy, the orphaned beta subunit of the tubulin complex 

is bound by the increased production of the alpha subunit of the tubulin complex 

encoded by the TUB1 gene on chromosome 13. In our study, we demonstrate 

that such whole chromosome genetic interactions of both positive and negative 

nature are potentially prevalent and have a strong influence on the formation of 

complex aneuploid karyotypes. The basis behind the CCNIs we observed 

remain unknown, and whether they are a result of genetic interaction between 

a pair of genes as seen with chromosomes 6 and 13 also remains elusive. 

Alternatively, CCNIs could also result from the cumulative effects of several 

interactions among multiple genes, as previously reported for aneuploidy-

associated growth defects (Bonney ME et al., 2015). However, the specificity 

of CCNIs between different aneuploid chromosomes suggests that these 

interactions are likely due to the copy number alterations of a few specific 

genes.  

 

Another open question that stems from our work is whether adapting cell 

populations eventually find ways to maintain the beneficial aspects of 

aneuploidy while lowering the negative fitness consequences of genetic 

interactions between aneuploid chromosomes. Whether or not an aneuploid 

chromosome is advantageous hangs on the balance of negative and positive 

selective forces (Fig. 24). The positive selective pressure for an aneuploid 

chromosome mainly arises from the increased expression of a gene or group 

of genes that enhance growth in a specific context (Rancati G et al., 2008; Ryu 

H-Y et al., 2016; Hughes TR et al., 2000).  
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On the other hand, the negative selective pressure can either come from 

general stresses that arise from the negative consequences of the aneuploidy-

associated proteome imbalance or stress-specific negative selection that arises 

from the context of the stressful environment (Bonney ME et al., 2015; Chen G 

et al., 2015). However, nothing is known about how these selective forces act 

on complex karyotypes. Here, in our study, we propose that in the context of 

complex karyotype evolution, an additional set of forces due to particular 

genetic interactions between aneuploid chromosomes either positively or 

negatively influence the balance of the selective forces on aneuploid 

chromosomes (Fig. 24). Furthermore, the basal ploidy of a cell heavily 

contributes to such chromosome copy number interactions and result in 

different aneuploidy patterns across the adapted haploid and diploid strains. On 

comparison, the haploids and diploids, on average, acquire a proportional 

Selective Forces in Complex Aneuploidy

General
Negative Selection

Stress-Specific
Negative Selection

Negative CCNIs

Stress-Specific
Positive Selection

Positive CCNIs

Figure	24:	Selective	forces	that	influence	the	formation	of	complex	karyotypes. 
A	cartoon	of	the	balance	of	selective	forces	that	ultimately	determine	whether	certain	aneuploid	
chromosomes	are	advantageous	and	help	shape	the	complex	karyotypes.	
Taken	from	Ravichandran	MC	et	al.,	2018	
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degree of aneuploidy as a consequence of CIN. These findings are in 

agreement with previous observations that the gain of an extra chromosome 

copy results in a much weaker phenotype in diploids when compared to 

haploids (Beach RR et al., 2017). Furthermore, tetraploid yeast strains are 

relatively more likely to adapt against a stressful environment via aneuploidy 

(Selmecki A et al., 2015). Moreover, with every increment in the ploidy state, 

there is a proportional increase in the number of aneuploid states that could be 

sampled by cells with persistent CIN. Such minute changes can influence the 

path of adaptation and the final optimized karyotype. For example, in our study, 

the haploids displayed a low frequency of chromosome 13 disomy. 

Nevertheless, with double the ploidy in diploids, despite the same source of 

CIN, the adapted diploid strains experienced positive selective force on the 

trisomy of chromosome 13. Since the diploid ploidy state permitted a 50% 

increase in the copy number of chromosome 13, relative to the haploids, new 

paths of adaptation could help explore an alternate final karyotype. Overall, 

these results highlight how subtle changes in the selective forces that act either 

for or against an aneuploid chromosome can have a massive impact on how a 

cell population samples the adaptive potential of the aneuploidy.  

  

Overall our study highlights how complex karyotypes are formed under the 

selective pressures exerted by persistent CIN. Although aneuploidy can be a 

versatile tool to adapt against stress, specific aneuploidies are incompatible 

with each other and hence, cannot coexist together in the optimized state. For 

example, in our study, gaining aneuploidies of either chromosome 8 or 10 was 
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beneficial for cellular fitness. However, these two forms of aneuploidy were very 

rarely found together in the same strain after adaptation. Such an 

anticorrelation was driven by a negative CCNI between these two 

chromosomes. Another such negative CCNI in diploid yeast strains was 

observed between the chromosome 9 monosomy and the chromosome 13 

trisomy, resulting in their mutual exclusivity across the adapted complex 

karyotypes. The identification of such CCNIs within a small subset of complex 

aneuploid karyotypes indicates that CCNIs may be very common. Currently, it 

is unclear if these CCNIs commonly exist across all chromosomes in budding 

yeast, hence, a systematic study to engineer every combination of aneuploid 

chromosomes in both haploids and diploids would comprehensively identify all 

CCNIs. Subsequently, if CCNIs are ubiquitous such strain collections may help 

explain other open questions, such as the influence of cellular context on these 

CCNIs.  

  

Complex karyotypes were generated in our study from a combination of CIN 

and selective pressure as cells adapted against the detrimental effect of high 

CIN. However, the karyotypic patterns observed were limited by defects of the 

biorientation machinery as the only source of CIN. However, such an analysis 

can be easily expanded to complex aneuploidy patterns that arise from various 

other sources of CIN, for example, genetic lesions of the spindle pole body, 

kinetochore mutants, etc. Such experiments will increase our understanding of 

how different complex aneuploid karyotypes are formed under different sources 

of CIN. Further, challenging our adapted bir1∆ strains with multiple 
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environmental stresses (such as high pH, high salt, and nutrient deprivation) 

may shed light on the formative steps during stress-specific complex karyotype 

evolution. Moreover, the magnitude of external stresses can be varied to follow 

the corresponding changes in the complex karyotypes. These experiments 

could differentiate between the individual effects of CIN and magnitude of 

selective pressures on the formation of complex karyotypes.  

  

Additionally, the engineered strains may help identify if CCNIs are due to 

general or specific genetic interactions. General genetic interactions arise from 

cumulative effects of various aneuploidy associated stresses like proteotoxic 

stress, that affects all aneuploid chromosomes. These effects are likely due to 

the imbalance of several genes that cause severe proliferative defects (Torres 

EM et al., 2010) or the burden of degrading the overexpressed proteins (Geiler-

Samerotte KA et al., 2011). Further, proliferative defects induced by aneuploidy 

show a negative linear correlation with the number of imbalanced genes. 

Hence, general genetic interactions within complex karyotypes must also 

linearly correlate with imbalances in gene dosage. Deviations from such 

negative linear correlations may be indicative of specific CCNIs likely due to the 

expression imbalances of a few genes on the aneuploid chromosomes.  

  

To identify the genes that are responsible for positive CCNIs, we successfully 

demonstrated a CRSPR-assisted reciprocal translocation approach that 

generated fusion chromosomes. These fusion chromosomes effectively 

brought the genetically interacting genes (TUB2 and TUB1) on the same 
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chromosome (6L-13L fusion chromosome). By inducing the aneuploidy of this 

fusion chromosome, we were able to show that the lethality associated with 

increased dosage of the TUB2 gene was rescued with a simultaneous increase 

of the TUB1 gene. Similar experiments utilizing this technique may reveal the 

pair or group of genes responsible for the negative CCNI between 

chromosomes 8 and 10. Similarly, such a technique could be used to 

systematically screen for the genetic basis behind all observed CCNIs between 

aneuploid chromosomes in the yeast genome. 

 

CIN rates measured by multiple reports in cancer cell lines by quantifying the 

degree of lagging chromosomes describe a strong correlation between higher 

instances of aneuploidy and the high rates of CIN (Duesberg P et al., 1998; 

Nicholson JM and Cimini D, 2013). Because studies that have stably 

engineered aneuploid strains often observed CIN, the correlation between 

aneuploidy and CIN is sometimes viewed as CIN being downstream of 

aneuploidy (Sheltzer JM et al., 2011; Passerini V et al., 2016; Zhu J et al., 

2012). In our report we showcase that the inverse relationship between 

aneuploidy and CIN also exists. Yeast strains with genomic lesions that induce 

a higher rate of CIN often acquire a proportional amount of aneuploidy after 

adaptation. This correlation, where the degree of aneuploidy is a consequence 

of the degree of induced CIN might also help clarify why we observed highly 

complex aneuploid karyotypes while another study that induced lower levels of 

CIN, generated aneuploid karyotypes of lower complexity (Chen G et al., 2012). 
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Analysis of various cancer karyotypes from the TCGA database, resulted in the 

identification of strong correlations within commonly observed somatic copy 

number alterations (SCNAs). Positive correlations between whole chromosome 

aneuploidies have been previously reported in a pan cancer analysis (Ozery-

Flato M et al., 2011). However, by restricting our analysis to aneuploidy of 

chromosomal arms and certain cancer types, the frequencies of the SCNAs 

were high enough to spot strong negative correlations along with several strong 

positive correlations among the aneuploid chromosomal arms. This agrees with 

studies that have utilized tumor biopsies from several patients diagnosed with 

renal carcinoma where similar positive and negative correlations were 

observed among driver SCNAs (Turajlic S et al., 2018). The high frequency of 

such correlations are indicative of genetic interactions among aneuploidies and 

these correlations could be a starting point to discover strong CCNIs in human 

cells. Further, our observations that multiple paths through the aneuploidy 

landscape can result in an optimized adaptive karyotype, provide the first 

glance into the formative steps of complex karyotypes in cancer and help 

unravel why the complex aneuploid karyotypes of some tumors develop high 

intratumoral heterogeneity.  

 

Identification of genetic interaction between aneuploid chromosomes in 

cancers can also lead to new therapeutic interventions. All negative genetic 

interactions among complex cancer karyotypes can be targeted to specifically 

inhibit the growth of cancer cells. For example, if negative CCNIs between a 

gain of chromosome A and loss of chromosome B are prevalent in certain 
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cancers we can easily target cancers with gains of chromosome A by using 

drugs that inhibit the genetically interacting gene located on chromosome B. 

Much like how common mutational signatures have been exploited for 

therapeutic interventions, synthetically lethal interactions between aneuploid 

chromosomes can also be exploited to thwart cancer progression. Overall our 

study describes the multifaceted selective forces on complex aneuploid 

karyotypes in eukaryotic cells and further investigation will help address several 

open questions regarding complex karyotypes that likely influence karyotype 

evolution in cancers. 
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Chapter 4: Materials & Methods 

Stains and growth conditions: 

Every plasmid and yeast strain utilized in this study is mentioned in Table 1. The 

strains were either cultured in yeast extract peptone medium containing 40 µg/ml 

adenine-HCl (YPAD) or minimal media, both were supplemented with 2% Dextrose. 

In specific experiments the YPA medium contained 1% Raffinose (YPAR) and 1% 

Galactose (YPAGR) as the primary sources of sugar. Drugs such as 5-Fluoroorotic 

Acid (5-FOA, Chempur 220141-70-8) and Benomyl (Sigma-Aldrich 381586) were 

added to the medium at concentrations of 1 mg/ml and 10 µg/ml respectively. The 

strains were grown at an incubated temperature of 30°C. Gene deletions and many 

such genetic manipulations were performed similar to commonly used techniques as 

described in Longtine MS et al., 1998. To generate haploid gene deletion strains of 

the CIN genes we primarily used tetrad dissection. Deletion of both copies of the BIR1 

gene in diploids were generated in two different ways. One method involved mating of 

two heterozygous BIR1/bir1Δ diploids, which was achieved by deleting either the 

MATalpha or MATa locus to allow diploid strains to mate. Subsequently, the tetraploid 

strains were sporulated and tetrad dissection was performed to get diploids with a 

homozygous deletion of the BIR1 gene. The other method involved using a 

minichromosome carrying the BIR1 and URA3 genes and a subsequent deletion of 

both copies of BIR1 from the yeast genome. This diploid strain (bir1Δ /bir1Δ) had a 

functional copy of BIR1 on the minichromosome and hence, did not display the lethal 

phenotype associated with BIR1 deletion. The minichromosome was subsequently 

selected against by growing the bir1Δ/bir1Δ diploids on plates containing 5-FOA, thus 

selecting for cells with a homozygous BIR1 deletion.  
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Aneuploid cells with one extra copy of a chromosome (n+1 strains) were engineered 

using a conditional centromere as shown previously in Anders KA et al., 2009. Briefly, 

a galactose inducible promoter placed upstream of the centromere prevents the 

formation of a functional kinetochore, causing a non-disjunction event that specifically 

leads to missegregation of a chromosome of choice. Endogenous centromeres were 

targeted and replaced using homologous recombination at sites both downstream and 

upstream of the centromere. A repressible centromere PGAL1-CEN3 with either URA3 

or LYS2 replaced the endogenous centromere. The URA3 or LYS2 genes were 

subsequently disrupted with a plasmid linearized with either Stu2 or EcoRV restriction 

enzyme, that contains the HIS3 or LEU2 genes along with pieces of URA3 or LYS2 

such that self-recombination at a low rate (1 x 10-4) would result in the previous 

undisrupted functional URA3 or LYS2. Subsequently, haploids with PGAL1-CEN3 

lys2::LEU2 and/or PGAL1-CEN3 ura3::HIS3 constructs were cultured to log phase in 

YPAR medium and subsequently transferred to YPAGR medium for 3 hours. The cells 

were then plated onto complete synthetic media plates lacking either lysine and 

leucine (-LYS -LEU) or uracil and histidine (-URA -HIS). All aneuploid strains 

generated by this method were verified by qPCR. This method of generating aneuploid 

strains through non-disjunction of a specific chromosome was easily adapted for 

engineering either a simultaneous gain of two different chromosomes or a gain and 

loss of two chromosomes. The former was generated in haploids containing PGAL1-

CEN3 lys2::LEU2 and PGAL1-CEN3 ura3::HIS3 in separate chromosomes. While the 

latter was performed in diploid strains containing PGAL1-CEN3 lys2::LEU2 and PGAL1-

CEN3 URA3 in separate chromosomes to be gained and lost respectively. The gain-

loss strains were induced in YPAGR as above but were finally plated of 5-FOA plates 

to select initially for the chromosomal loss. Single colonies were then picked and 
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plated on -LYS-LEU medium for the selection of the chromosome gain. Both 

aneuploidies were respectively tested and verified by qPCR.  

 

Adaptation via clonal expansion: 

The BIR1 deleted haploid or diploid strains were grown up on YPAD plates such that 

single colonies were clearly visible and be picked for the next round of clonal 

expansion. The haploids were generated by tetrad dissection of the heterozygous 

diploids. On the fourth day of growth small colonies (bir1Δ) emerged in tetrads with 

two large colonies (BIR1+). They were grown on YPAD plates and 6 colonies from 

each initial bir1Δ spore was selected for the subsequent 10 rounds of clonal 

expansion. Each round of clonal expansion involved streaking one large colony on a 

fresh plate, every two days. At the end of 10 clonal expansions all 102 strains derived 

from 19 different spores were kept frozen at -80°C in a solution of 25% glycerol. Each 

experiment was conducted thereafter using the frozen stocks. Genome sequencing 

and Hygromycin resistance confirmed the bir1Δ genotype in the adapted strains.  

 

Doubling time measurements:  

Cultures were grown overnight and subsequently diluted in YPAD to an optical density 

(OD600) of 0.01. Measurements of OD were taken using a spectrophotometer after 3, 

4, 5.5, 7, and 8.5 hours of growth. The doubling times were calculated using the slope 

of the logarithmic curves in Microsoft Excel. 

 

Colony size measurements: 

Strains were struck out and grown for 40 hours ,such that single colonies were 

distinguishable from each other. Images of the plates were taken using an SPimager 
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(S&P Robotics Inc.) that was fitted with a Canon Rebel XS1 dSLR camera. The images 

were subsequently analyzed using ImageJ. In ImageJ, the images were thresholded 

and the colony sizes were acquired using the “Analyze Particles” function with specific 

parameters (Particle size: 0.03 - 3 mm2; Circularity: 0.90 - 1). The average of the 

median for each strain was used for normalization. 

 

Flow cytometry: 

Cultures were grown to log phase (OD at 600nm ~ 1.0), pelleted and then 

resuspended in a 50mM Sodium Citrate solution. The cells were then treated overnight 

at 37°C  with enzymes RNaseA (250 µg/mL, Sigma-Aldrich R6513) and Proteinase K 

(1 mg/mL, Sigma-Aldrich P2308). Lastly, the strains were resuspended in a solution 

of 50 mM Sodium Citrate containing the DNA dye SYTOX green (1 µM, ThermoFischer 

10768273). After an incubation of one hour at room temperature the cells were diluted 

in 1:4 of 50 mM Sodium Citrate solution and finally run on a BD FACSCallibur flow 

cytometer. A 15mW 488 nm laser was used and using the BD FACSDiva 8.0.1 

software the maximum count peaks of the measured fluorescence intensities were 

calculated.  

 

Next generation sequencing and analysis: 

Cultures were grown overnight to saturation and DNA was isolated using the Promega 

Wizard® Genomic DNA Purification Kit. The DNA samples were then fragmented 

using the Bioruptor® Pico Sonicator for 2 – 3 cycles (30 seconds on/off) to a target 

size of approximately 500 bp. Fragment length was verified by running the fragmented 

DNA samples on a 0.8% agarose gel. The fragments were subsequently utilized for 

DNA library generation using the NEBNext® Ultra™ II DNA Library Prep Kit for 
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Illumina® (New England Biosciences). The size selection and purification were carried 

out using the  AMPure® XP Beads. About 12 to 16 strains were mixed in equimolar 

ratios to create a multiplex with NEBNext® Multiplex Oligos (96-index Primers) that 

contain unique barcodes to distinguish between samples. The multiplexes were 

submitted to the Vienna BioCenter Next Generation Sequencing facility (VBCF) for 

next generation sequencing on a Illumina HiSeq 2500 System which was run at the 

50 base pair paired-end setting. Datasets were demultiplexed and then yeast genome 

alignment with our datasets were performed using bowtie2 (version 2.2.9; 

http://bowtie-bio.sourceforge.net/bowtie2). The files generated by bowtie2 were 

converted to bed files using bedtools (v2.14, http://bedtools.readthedocs.io) and 

samtools (v1.3.1; http://samtools.sourceforge.net). The final bed files were subjected 

to custom scripts in Python2 for copy number determination from the read densities. 

For the normalization of the differences that originated from the chromosome size, a 

region 15 kb big close to the telomere was used. The mutations were identified in the 

bir1Δ-ad strains by supplying the output file from bowtie2 to the mpileup function in 

samtools. The datasets were subsequently filtered by considering both the read depth 

and the quality scores generated by the mpileup function. The resulting bcf files were 

converted to variant call format files (.vcf) by using bcftools (version1.3.1). Next, 

VCFtools (version0.1.13) were utilized to compare the mutations found in the bir1Δ-

ad strains to the diploid parent strain (CCY149, see Table 1). Finally, the unique 

mutations with the strain identity, the type of mutation (coding/non-coding), and the 

precise coordinates (in bp) was filtered into a list by using a custom Python2 script. A 

list of all the CIN genes was generated by using a custom Python2 script that searched 

the Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD) for genes that were associated with 6 

Gene Ontology (GO) terms: chromosome segregation: premature and chromosome 
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segregation: decreased; chromosome/plasmid maintenance: decreased rate; colony 

sectoring: increased; chromosome segregation: abnormal; chromosome/plasmid 

maintenance: abnormal. The enrichment tests for the GO terms were conducted using 

the Panther database website (http://pantherdb.org/) with appropriate parameters 

(model organism - "S. cerevisiae"; "GO biological process complete"; "statistical 

overrepresentation test"). 

 

Microscopy: 

Each strain was grown to saturation overnight and then diluted 100-fold. The dilutions 

were grown to mid log phase (approximately 5 hours). Mid-log phase cells were then 

pelleted, washed, and resuspended in 1XPBS (100mM Phosphate buffer, pH 7.4). The 

cells were then diluted and pipetted onto 1% agarose pads containing complete 

synthetic medium. The pads were airdried for few minutes, covered with a coverslip 

and sealed with VALAP (a 1:1:1 mixture of petroleum jelly [Vaseline], lanolin, and 

paraffin [Thermo Fisher Scientific] by weight). The Olympus cellSens microscope 

(Olympus Corporation) system with the cellVivo system for controlled temperature of 

30°C was used for time-lapse imaging of the cells. Imaging was performed with a 60x 

objective lense (1.42 NA, oil immersion, Olympus Plan Apochromat objective) and an 

sCMOS camera (Hamamatsu ORCA-Flash4.0 V2). The microscope was fully 

operated by the Olympus cellSens v1.18 software and took 11 Z-sections, each with 

a step size of 0.7 µm. Time-lapse imaging was done by taking images every 15 

minutes for a total duration of 4 hours. The hyperstacks were stored in the original 

Olympus file format and were opened in ImageJ using the BioFormats plugin. All 

images shown with one panel were taken on the same day and contrast adjusted to 

the same extent. Missegregation rates were measured by tracking the foci over 
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several cycles of chromosome segregation that were formed by chromosome 4 

labelled by lacI-GFP. An event of missegregation was scored when both the dots 

ended up in either the daughter or mother cell after complete nuclear division (judged 

by the background nuclear fluorescence). The missegregation rate was represented 

as a percentage that was calculated by dividing the total number of missegregation 

event by the total number of observed nuclear divisions.  

 

Quantitative-PCR (qPCR): 

Small proportion of cells from selection plates were boiled in 0.02 N NaOH at 100°C 

in a thermocyler for 10 minutes. The boiled samples were then spun down in a 

benchtop centrifuge to separate cellular debris and the lysate was used for the qPCR 

reaction mixture. Each 20 µL reaction mixture consisted of 10 µL of Luna qPCR Master 

Mix (New England Biolabs), 1 µM of each primer and 1 µL of lysate. Primers were 

designed in non-coding regions of each chromosomal arm. The reaction mixture was 

setup for qPCR in 96-well plates (Eppendorf, twin.tec real-time PCR 96-well plate) and 

run using a Mastercycler® RealPlex2 (Eppendorf). Cycling program included initial 

denaturation at 95°C for 5 minutes and then 40 cycle repeats of denaturation (at 95°C 

) for 15 seconds and extension (at 60°C) for 1 minute. Melting curves depicting the 

dissociation of the product were carried out to verify the absence of secondary 

products during amplification. The Eppendorf RealPlex2 software automatically 

determined the Ct values using the default thresholding. Every reaction was run in 

duplicate along with the corresponding parental controls or wild-type. A modified “ΔΔCt 

procedure“ (Livak KJ and Schmittgen TD, 2001) was used to determine the 

chromosome copy numbers. Briefly, the Ct values from the duplicate reactions were 

averaged and this average was used to obtain the ΔCt. The negative of this was then 
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raised to the power of 2 to calculate the fold change. The fold change of the test strains 

were divided to that of a parental or wild-type strain to obtain the relative chromosome 

copy numbers.  

 

Data from Cancer genome databases and its analysis: 

Data files pertaining to Copy number variation (CNV) were accessed from the 

Genomic data commons (GDC) portal (https://portal.gdc.cancer.gov) and downloaded 

on October 19th, 2017. Using a custom Python2 script we calculated the relative copy 

numbers of each chromosomal arm across the human genome. Chromosome arms 

that displayed large insertions or deletions in tumor samples were excluded (those 

where the mean and median copy numbers varied greater than 0.2) from analysis. 

Only karyotypes with complex aneuploidy (more than two copy number aberrations) 

were a part of the statistical analyses.   

 

CRSPR-assisted chromosomal arm translocations: 

Translocations between chromosomes were induced by a CRISPR method similar to 

one that was recently used to engineer whole-chromosome fusions in budding yeast 

(Luo Z et al., 2018; Shao Y et al., 2018). Strains that contained PGAL1-CEN3 ura3::HIS3 

instead of CEN 6 were grown to saturation. These cultures were diluted the next day 

and were grown for 5 hours to bring them to log phase growth. They were transformed 

with a plasmid containing pCUP1-1-Cas9 URA3, appropriate guide RNAs (targeting 

gene free regions on the left arm of chromosome 6 and chromosome 13), and donor 

fragments that contained 50 bp homology of the left arm of chromosome 6, a 

selectable marker (Hygromycin or Kanamycin) and 50 bp homology of the left arm of 

chromosome 13. The donor fragments were generated by PCR using appropriate 
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primers. These fragments were utilized as a template for homology directed repair 

after Cas9 cleavage on chromosome 6. The cells were plated first on selectable plates 

lacking uracil and subsequently replica plated on solid medium containing Hygromycin 

(HYG) and Kanamycin (KAN). This selection specifically permitted the growth of 

strains that have successfully translocated the chromosomal arms which formed 

chimeric chromosomes 6L-13L (containing pCUP1-1-Cas9 URA3 and HYG) and 6R-

13R (containing KAN). The strains were then checked by PCR using primers centered 

around the cut site and their identity was verified by Sanger sequencing. These strains 

were subsequently induced using YPAGR medium to induce missegregation of the 

chimeric 6L-13L chromosome and selected on -URA -HIS plates from the disomic 

chromosome. The absence of chromosome 6 lethality was readily observed after 

dilution spotting during the selection of the disomic chimeric chromosome. 

 

Liquid adaptation: 

Overnight cultures were grown to saturation and diluted to an optical density (at 

600nm) of 0.1. Next, the cultures diluted again in 96-well plates (Nunc 96 Deepwell 

Plates Volume 2ml) by a 1000 fold into 200 µL of YPAD and to allow exchange of 

oxygen it was covered by Breathe-Easier strip (Sigma 2763624). These deepwell 

plates were fixed using custom made holders onto an incubator shaker (New 

Brunswick Innova 4000 Benchtop Incubator Shaker) to grow the cultures for 24 hours 

at 30°C with 300 revolutions per minute. Each day for 3 weeks after 24 hours of growth 

the cultures were diluted in fresh media (1:1000) and the above procedure was 

repeated. 
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Statistics: 

Graphpad (Prism 7.0) software was utilized to perform t-tests on all our datasets and 

the hypergeometric tests were performed in Python2 by using the hypergeom.pmf” 

function in the scipy.stats module. Either the “pearsonr” function within the scipy.stats 

module of Python2 or the “correl” formula in Microsoft Excel was used to calculate the 

Pearson’s correlation coefficients.  
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Tables 

Table 1.  Plasmids and Yeast Strains used in this study. 

Strain Genotype Source Background Figure(s) 

CCY747 
MATα, leu2,3-112, lys2Δ, ura3-1, his3-
11:pCUP1-GFP12-lacI12:HIS3, trp1-
1:256lacO:TRP1 

a W303 8B 

CCY149 

MATa/MATα, ura3-1/ura3-1, LEU2/leu2,3-
112, LYS2/lys2Δ, ADE2/ade2-1, can1-100, 
bar1Δ, his3-11:pCUP1-GFP12-
lacI12:HIS3/his3-11:pCUP1-GFP12-
lacI12:HIS3 trp1-1:256lacO:TRP1/ trp1-
1:256lacO:TRP1, BIR1/bir1Δ::hphNT1  

a W303 8 

bir1Δ-ad 
haploids 

All 102 strains were derived from tetrad 
dissection of CCY149 c W303 

8B, 8C, 
8D, 8E, 

12A, 
12B, 
12C, 

12F, 9 
bir1Δ-ad2 
haploids 

All haploid strains were derived from bir1Δ-
ad haploids c W303 21B, 21C 

BY4741 MATa, his3Δ1, leu2Δ0, ura3Δ0, met15Δ0 b S288c - 
BY4742 MATα, his3Δ1, leu2Δ0, ura3Δ0 b S288c - 

CCY1865 MATa, his3Δ1, leu2Δ0, ura3Δ0 c S288c - 

CCY1905 
MATa, leu2,3-112, lys2Δ, ura3-1, his3-
11:pCUP1-GFP12-lacI12:HIS3, trp1-
1:256lacO:TRP1, bir1Δ::hphNT1, 
pCC598:URA3 

c W303 - 

CCY1976 
CCY1905 + cen2::p-GAL1-
CEN3:LYS2/cen2::p-GAL1-
CEN3:lys2::pCC644:LEU2 

c W303 10B 

CCY1947 
CCY1905 + cen10::p-GAL1-
CEN3:LYS2/cen10::p-GAL1-
CEN3:lys2::pCC644:LEU2 

c W303 10B 

CCY2161 
CCY1905 + cen3::p-GAL1-
CEN3:LYS2/cen3::p-GAL1-
CEN3:lys2::pCC644:LEU2 

c W303 10B 

CCY1943 
CCY1905 + cen8::p-GAL1-
CEN3:LYS2/cen8::p-GAL1-
CEN3:lys2::pCC644:LEU2 

c W303 10B 

CCY2284 
CCY1905 + cen9::p-GAL1-
CEN3:LYS2/cen9::p-GAL1-
CEN3:lys2::pCC644:LEU2 

c W303 10B 

CCY1924 
CCY1865 + cen8::p-GAL1-
CEN3:URA3/cen8::p-GAL1-
CEN3:ura3::pCC644:HIS3 

c S288c 13A 

CCY1927 
CCY1865 + cen10::p-GAL1-
CEN3:URA3/cen10::p-GAL1-
CEN3:ura3::pCC644:HIS3 

c S288c 13A 
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CCY2122 
CCY1865 + cen10::p-GAL1-
CEN3:LYS2/cen10::p-GAL1-
CEN3:lys2::pCC644:LEU2 

c S288c 13A 

CCY2125 BY4742 + cen8::p-GAL1-CEN3:LYS2/cen8::p-
GAL1-CEN3:lys2::pCC644:LEU2 c S288c 13A 

CCY2073 
BY4742 + cen3::p-GAL1-CEN3:URA3/cen3::p-
GAL1-CEN3:ura3::pCC644:HIS3, cen8::p-GAL1-
CEN3:LYS2/cen8::p-GAL1-
CEN3:lys2::pCC644:LEU2 

c S288c 12E, 12F 

CCY2074 
BY4742 + cen2::p-GAL1-CEN3:URA3/cen2::p-
GAL1-CEN3:ura3::pCC644:HIS3, cen8::p-GAL1-
CEN3:LYS2/cen8::p-GAL1-
CEN3:lys2::pCC644:LEU2 

c S288c 12G 

CCY2075 
BY4742 + cen3::p-GAL1-CEN3:URA3/cen3::p-
GAL1-CEN3:ura3::pCC644:HIS3, cen10::p-
GAL1-CEN3:LYS2/cen10::p-GAL1-
CEN3:lys2::pCC644:LEU2 

c S288c 12E, 12F 

CCY2076 

BY4742 + cen10::p-GAL1-
CEN3:URA3/cen10::p-GAL1-
CEN3:ura3::pCC644:HIS3, cen8::p-GAL1-
CEN3:LYS2/cen8::p-GAL1-
CEN3:lys2::pCC644:LEU2 

c S288c 12E, 12F 

CCY2077 
BY4742 + cen2::p-GAL1-CEN3:URA3/cen2::p-
GAL1-CEN3:ura3::pCC644:HIS3, cen10::p-
GAL1-CEN3:LYS2/cen10::p-GAL1-
CEN3:lys2::pCC644:LEU2 

c S288c 12G 

CCY2078 
BY4742 + cen8::p-GAL1-CEN3:URA3/cen8::p-
GAL1-CEN3:ura3::pCC644:HIS3, cen10::p-
GAL1-CEN3:LYS2/cen10::p-GAL1-
CEN3:lys2::pCC644:LEU2 

c S288c 12E, 12F 

CCY2260 
BY4741 + cen1::p-GAL1-CEN3:URA3/cen1::p-
GAL1-CEN3:ura3::pCC644:HIS3, cen8::p-GAL1-
CEN3:LYS2/cen8::p-GAL1-
CEN3:lys2::pCC644:LEU2 

c S288c 12E, 12F 

CCY2261 
BY4741 + cen1::p-GAL1-CEN3:URA3/cen1::p-
GAL1-CEN3:ura3::pCC644:HIS3, cen10::p-
GAL1-CEN3:LYS2/cen10::p-GAL1-
CEN3:lys2::pCC644:LEU2 

c S288c 12E, 12F 

CCY2264 
BY4741 + cen3::p-GAL1-CEN3:URA3/cen3::p-
GAL1-CEN3:ura3::pCC644:HIS3, cen8::p-GAL1-
CEN3:LYS2/cen8::p-GAL1-
CEN3:lys2::pCC644:LEU2 

c S288c 12E, 12F 

CCY2266 

BY4742 + cen13::p-GAL1-
CEN3:URA3/cen13::p-GAL1-
CEN3:ura3::pCC644:HIS3, cen10::p-GAL1-
CEN3:LYS2/cen10::p-GAL1-
CEN3:lys2::pCC644:LEU2 

c S288c 12E, 12F 

CCY2364 

BY4742 + cen13::p-GAL1-
CEN3:URA3/cen13::p-GAL1-
CEN3:ura3::pCC644:HIS3, cen3::p-GAL1-
CEN3:LYS2/cen3::p-GAL1-
CEN3:lys2::pCC644:LEU2 

c S288c 12E, 12F 

CCY2366 BY4741 + cen2::p-GAL1-CEN3:URA3/cen2::p-
GAL1-CEN3:ura3::pCC644:HIS3, cen3::p-GAL1- c S288c 12G 
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CEN3:LYS2/cen3::p-GAL1-
CEN3:lys2::pCC644:LEU2 

CCY2368 
BY4742 + cen8::p-GAL1-CEN3:URA3/cen8::p-
GAL1-CEN3:ura3::pCC644:HIS3, cen3::p-GAL1-
CEN3:LYS2/cen3::p-GAL1-
CEN3:lys2::pCC644:LEU2 

c S288c 12E, 12F 

CCY2369 

BY4741 + cen10::p-GAL1-
CEN3:URA3/cen10::p-GAL1-
CEN3:ura3::pCC644:HIS3, cen3::p-GAL1-
CEN3:LYS2/cen3::p-GAL1-
CEN3:lys2::pCC644:LEU2 

c S288c 12E, 12F 

CCY2370 

BY4742 + cen13::p-GAL1-
CEN3:URA3/cen13::p-GAL1-
CEN3:ura3::pCC644:HIS3, cen3::p-GAL1-
CEN3:LYS2/cen3::p-GAL1-
CEN3:lys2::pCC644:LEU2 

c S288c 12E, 12F 

CCY2372 
BY4741 + cen2::p-GAL1-CEN3:URA3/cen2::p-
GAL1-CEN3:ura3::pCC644:HIS3, cen1::p-GAL1-
CEN3:LYS2/cen1::p-GAL1-
CEN3:lys2::pCC644:LEU2 

c S288c 12G 

CCY2374 
BY4741 + cen3::p-GAL1-CEN3:URA3/cen3::p-
GAL1-CEN3:ura3::pCC644:HIS3, cen1::p-GAL1-
CEN3:LYS2/cen1::p-GAL1-
CEN3:lys2::pCC644:LEU2 

c S288c 12E, 12F 

CCY2376 
BY4741 + cen8::p-GAL1-CEN3:URA3/cen8::p-
GAL1-CEN3:ura3::pCC644:HIS3, cen1::p-GAL1-
CEN3:LYS2/cen1::p-GAL1-
CEN3:lys2::pCC644:LEU2 

c S288c 12E, 12F 

CCY2378 

BY4742 + cen10::p-GAL1-
CEN3:URA3/cen10::p-GAL1-
CEN3:ura3::pCC644:HIS3, cen1::p-GAL1-
CEN3:LYS2/cen1::p-GAL1-
CEN3:lys2::pCC644:LEU2 

c S288c 12E, 12F 

CCY2379 

BY4742 + cen13::p-GAL1-
CEN3:URA3/cen13::p-GAL1-
CEN3:ura3::pCC644:HIS3, cen1::p-GAL1-
CEN3:LYS2/cen1::p-GAL1-
CEN3:lys2::pCC644:LEU2 

c S288c 12E, 12F 

CCY1480 

MATa/MATα, ura3-1/ura3-1, LEU2/leu2,3-
112, LYS2/lys2Δ, ADE2/ade2-1, can1-100, 
bar1Δ, his3-11:pCUP1-GFP12-
lacI12:HIS3/his3-11:pCUP1-GFP12-
lacI12:HIS3 trp1-1:256lacO:TRP1/ trp1-
1:256lacO:TRP1, NBL1/nbl1Δ::hphNT1 

c W303 - 

nbl1Δ-ad 
haploids 

All nbl1Δ-ad strains were derived from tetrad 
dissection of CCY1480 c W303 

16B, 
16C, 

16D, 16E 

CCY1482 

MATa/MATα, ura3-1/ura3-1, LEU2/leu2,3-
112, LYS2/lys2Δ, ADE2/ade2-1, can1-100, 
bar1Δ, his3-11:pCUP1-GFP12-
lacI12:HIS3/his3-11:pCUP1-GFP12-
lacI12:HIS3 trp1-1:256lacO:TRP1/ trp1-
1:256lacO:TRP1, SGO1/sgo1Δ::hphNT1 

c W303 - 
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sgo1Δ-ad 
haploids 

All sgo1Δ-ad strains were derived from tetrad 
dissection of CCY1482 c W303 

16B, 
16C, 

16D, 16E 

CCY1484 

MATa/MATα, ura3-1/ura3-1, LEU2/leu2,3-
112, LYS2/lys2Δ, ADE2/ade2-1, can1-100, 
bar1Δ, his3-11:pCUP1-GFP12-
lacI12:HIS3/his3-11:pCUP1-GFP12-
lacI12:HIS3 trp1-1:256lacO:TRP1/ trp1-
1:256lacO:TRP1, BUB1/bub1Δ::hphNT1 

c W303 - 

bub1Δ-ad 
haploids 

All bub1Δ-ad strains were derived from tetrad 
dissection of CCY1484 c W303 

16B, 
16C, 

16D, 16E 

CCY1739 

tetradploid, 
MATa/MATaΔ::natNT2/Matα/MatαΔ::kanMX
4 , ura3-1, lys2Δ, LEU2/leu2,3-112, his3-
11:pCUP1-GFP12-lacI12:HIS3 trp1-
1:256lacO:TRP1 ADE2/ade2-1, can1-100, 
bar1Δ, 
BIR1/BIR1/bir1Δ::hphNT1/bir1Δ::hphNT1 

c W303 - 

CCY1743 

MATa/MATα, ura3-1/ura3-1, lys2Δ/lys2Δ,  
LEU2/leu2,3-112, his3-11:pCUP1-GFP12-
lacI12:HIS3, trp1-1:256lacO:TRP1, 
ADE2/ade2-1, can1-100, bar1Δ, 
bir1Δ::hphNT1/bir1Δ::natNT2, 
pCC599::URA3 

c W303 - 

CCY1744 

MATa/MATα, ura3-1/ura3-1, lys2Δ/lys2Δ,  
LEU2/leu2,3-112, his3-11:pCUP1-GFP12-
lacI12:HIS3, trp1-1:256lacO:TRP1, 
ADE2/ade2-1, can1-100, bar1Δ, 
bir1Δ::hphNT1/bir1Δ::kanMX4, 
pCC599::URA3 

c W303 - 

bir1Δ-ad 
diploids 

All 25 strains were derived from tetrad 
dissection of strains with the genotype of 
CCY1739, or from counter-selection of URA3 
plasmid of CCY1743, CCY1744 

c W303 17 

bir1Δ-ad2 
diploids 

All bir1Δ-ad2 diploid strains were derived 
from bir1Δ-ad diploids c W303 21D, 21E 

CCY1295 CCY149 + SLI15/Sli15Δ:natNT2 c W303 - 
CCY1320 CCY1295 + ura3-1:pCC411:URA3 c W303 - 
bir1Δ-ad 

SLI15 
Duplication 

All bir1Δ-ad SLI15 Duplication strains were 
derived from spores of CCY1320 c W303 11C, 

11D, 11E 

CCY2761 CCY1295 + cup1-1:pCC607:URA3 c W303 - 
bir1Δ-ad 

SLI15 
Relocation 

All bir1Δ-ad SLI15 Relocation strains were 
derived from spores of CCY2761 c W303 11G 

CCY2115 CCY1905 + trp1-1:pCC272:TRP1 c W303 11B 
     
     
     

Plasmid Description Source   
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pRS306 pBluescript URA3 d   

pCC272 SLI15 + 1kb upstream in pRS304 c   

pCC283 BIR1 + 1kb upstream in pRS306 a   

pKA52 
HIS3 integration plasmid with part of URA3 
inserted at the MCS.  Can insert HIS3 into a 
URA3 locus.  Used for making disomic 
strains. 

e   

pGALCEN-
JC3-13 

For replacing centromeres with CEN3 under 
the GAL-10 promoter (URA3) e   

pCC658 For replacing centromeres with CEN3 under 
the GAL-10 promoter (LYS2) c   

pCC644 
LEU2 integration vector with bases 3043-
3538 of LYS2 for Disruption of the LYS2 
gene. Used for making disomic strains. 

c   

pCC598 BIR1 + 1kb upstream in pRS306 c   

pCC411 SLI15 + 1kb upstream in pRS306 c   

pCC607 
pCC411 + sequence from Cup1-1 gene for 
integrating Sli15 plus promoter into that 
location of chromosome 8 

c   

     
 
Key    Source 
 
  a Campbell and Desai, Nature 497:  118–121 (2013) 
  b Brachmann CB et al., Yeast. (1998) 
  c This study 
  d Sinorski and Hieter Genetics 122: 19-27 (1989) 
  e Anders et. al., BMC Genetics (2009) 
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Table 2. Filtering of cancer karyotypes based on type of aneuploidy. 
Related to Figure 19. 

Cancer type 
Number 

of 
samples 

Samples with 
only whole 

chromosome/
arm 

aneuploidy 

Number with 
complex whole 

chromosome/arm 
aneuploidy 

Percent with 
complex 

whole 
chromosome/

arm 
aneuploidy 

Breast Invasive Carcinoma 1096 214 177 16 

Glioblastoma Multiforme 593 170 161 27 

Ovarian Serous Cystadenocarcinoma 573 13 11 2 

Lung Adenocarcinoma 518 114 97 19 

Uterine Corpus Endometrial Carcinoma 547 323 137 25 

Kidney Renal Clear Cell Carcinoma 532 273 253 48 
Head and Neck Squamous Cell 

Carcinoma 531 120 98 18 

Brain Lower Grade Glioma 514 225 193 38 

Thyroid Carcinoma 505 468 42 8 

Lung Squamous Cell Carcinoma 504 59 49 10 

Prostate Adenocarcinoma 498 198 75 15 

Skin Cutaneous Melanoma 470 91 78 17 

Colon Adenocarcinoma 458 198 138 30 

Stomach Adenocarcinoma 443 159 119 27 

Bladder Urothelial Carcinoma 412 65 47 11 
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Table 3. List of genes mutated in the bir1Δ-ad strains. 

Systematic 
name 

Standard 
name 

Mutant 
type 

Residue 
change 

CIN gene 
tS(UGA)I SUP17 missense A18G no 

tV(AAC)G2 None missense E15* no 
YAL051W OAF1 missense V939I no 
YAR028W None missense D32N no 

YCR017C CWH43 missense E250G no 
YCR021C HSP30 missense R11C no 
YCR033W SNT1 missense F870I yes 
YDL101C DUN1 missense A307V yes 
YDL137W ARF2 missense S147C no 
YDL145C COP1 missense I307S no 

YDL156W CMR1 missense L27F yes 
YDL171C GLT1 missense D1583V no 
YDL190C UFD2 missense Q88E no 
YDL243C AAD4 indel 70 no 
YDR104C SPO71 missense D814N no 
YDR142C PEX7 missense L253I no 

YDR159W SAC3 missense I1097L no 
YDR180W SCC2 missense N63Y yes 
YDR189W SLY1 missense D151N yes 
YDR190C RVB1 missense T322K no 
YDR238C SEC26 missense F555L no 
YDR302W GPI11 missense R29L no 

YDR304C CPR5 missense V188L no 
YDR321W ASP1 missense R55I no 
YDR325W YCG1 missense G677R yes 
YDR333C RQC1 indel 565 no 
YDR335W MSN5 missense H426Y no 
YDR387C CIN10 missense S311T yes 

YDR389W SAC7 missense L511F no 
YDR422C SIP1 missense E357D no 
YDR440W DOT1 missense H142N no 
YDR451C YHP1 missense A273T no 
YDR492W IZH1 missense E35K no 
YDR523C SPS1 missense F248S no 

YDR527W RBA50 missense G22V no 
YEL060C PRB1 missense G304R no 
YER002W NOP16 missense D122V no 
YER008C SEC3 missense Q495R no 
YER027C GAL83 missense P78S no 
YER043C SAH1 missense R241C no 

YER053C PIC2 missense N49Y no 
YER066W RRT13 missense G93S no 
YER095W RAD51 missense G40V y 
YER109C FLO8 missense A529T no 
YER116C SLX8 missense P150S yes 
YER154W OXA1 missense D239H no 
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YER155C BEM2 missense H2114Q no 
YER167W BCK2 missense S414P no 
YER172C BRR2 missense K351N no 
YER172C BRR2 missense N352Y no 
YER173W RAD24 missense T622A yes 
YER176W ECM32 indel 781 no 

YFL002C SPB4 missense R207S no 
YFL013C IES1 missense D309V no 
YFL013C IES1 missense Y572* no 
YFL021W GAT1 missense H182Y no 
YFL024C EPL1 indel Q790 no 
YFL024C EPL1 indel Q790 no 

YFR015C GSY1 missense A639T no 
YFR029W PTR3 missense D19E no 
YFR040W SAP155 missense D780H no 
YGL017W ATE1 missense A274S no 
YGL203C KEX1 missense P43S no 
YGL206C CHC1 missense P1463Q no 

YGL207W SPT16 missense W54R yes 
YGL207W SPT16 missense T713A yes 
YGR054W None missense P242Q no 
YGR070W ROM1 missense V248A no 
YGR080W TWF1 missense E51D no 
YGR090W UTP22 missense S819L no 

YGR130C None indel 190 no 
YGR142W BTN2 indel 310 no 
YGR208W SER2 missense A271T no 
YGR241C YAP1802 indel 514 no 
YGR253C PUP2 missense D71N yes 
YGR257C MTM1 indel 344 no 

YGR271C-A EFG1 missense L118F no 
YGR271W SLH1 missense N924K no 
YHL008C None indel 449 no 
YHL034C SBP1 missense V44I no 
YHL041W None missense S101F no 
YHR030C SLT2 missense L159F no 

YHR042W NCP1 missense L315M no 
YHR046C INM1 missense G112V no 
YHR072W ERG7 missense S612F no 
YHR078W None missense C408Y no 
YHR106W TRR2 missense C165F no 
YHR117W TOM71 missense T293A no 

YHR138C None missense V27A no 
YIL010W DOT5 missense S14F yes 
YIL042C PKP1 missense R97K no 
YIL073C SPO22 missense Q38* no 
YIL078W THS1 missense P174S no 
YIL090W ICE2 missense C364R yes 

YIL166C SOA1 indel 394 no 
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YIL169C CSS1 indel 942 no 
YIR016W None missense D252H no 
YJL005W CYR1 missense H1984L no 
YJL080C SCP160 missense R152G no 
YJL158C CIS3 missense S191N no 
YJR062C NTA1 missense S424G no 

YJR109C CPA2 missense A1049P no 
YKL021C MAK11 missense C252R no 
YKL040C NFU1 missense M213I no 
YKL078W DHR2 missense G161A no 
YKL080W VMA5 missense L130S no 
YKL182W FAS1 missense A632T no 

YKL183W LOT5 missense D54V no 
YKL191W DPH2 missense N386K no 
YKL215C OXP1 missense T310A no 
YKR021W ALY1 missense L621M no 
YKR039W GAP1 missense A527T no 
YKR054C DYN1 missense N2915I no 

YKR095W MLP1 missense Q1040P no 
YLL061W MMP1 missense H550N no 
YLR020C YEH2 missense Q479L no 
YLR024C UBR2 missense S1400C no 
YLR024C UBR2 nonsense S1483 no 
YLR045C STU2 missense P146S no 

YLR067C PET309 missense G350D no 
YLR096W KIN2 indel 730 no 
YLR145W RMP1 missense C132Y no 
YLR196W PWP1 missense E129D yes 
YLR332W MID2 missense I359L no 
YLR369W SSQ1 missense K303R no 

YLR383W SMC6 missense M270V yes 
YLR410W VIP1 missense K262T yes 
YLR417W VPS36 missense A412G no 
YLR422W DCK1 missense S370L no 
YLR454W FMP27 missense M1621I no 
YML072C TCB3 missense D168E no 

YML097C VPS9 missense C260Y no 
YML100W TSL1 missense M121I no 
YMR026C PEX12 missense T241M no 
YMR092C AIP1 missense Y515H no 
YMR129W POM152 missense G1069S no 
YMR154C RIM13 missense A93G no 

YMR178W None missense S234T no 
YMR207C HFA1 missense G110D yes 
YMR246W FAA4 missense F356C yes 
YMR317W None indel 270 yes 
YMR317W None indel 270 yes 
YNL054W VAC7 missense P143S no 

YNL077W APJ1 missense P107Q no 
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YNL078W NIS1 indel 4 no 
YNL082W PMS1 missense T92M no 
YNL178W RPS3 missense A80T no 
YNL258C DSL1 missense K615N no 
YNL261W ORC5 missense D323G yes 
YNL287W SEC21 missense S405Y no 

YNR016C ACC1 missense A1019V yes 
YNR030W ALG12 missense N477K no 
YNR059W MNT4 missense W285* no 
YOL039W RPP2A missense G74A no 
YOL075C None missense C506F no 
YOL081W IRA2 missense A1845S yes 

YOL110W SHR5 missense R113P no 
YOR076C SKI7 missense D430V no 
YOR101W RAS1 missense R109T no 
YOR107W RGS2 missense H71Q no 
YOR151C RPB2 missense G888C yes 
YOR168W GLN4 missense F61Y yes 

YOR195W SLK19 missense N291S yes 
YOR204W DED1 missense H93Q no 
YOR241W MET7 missense E306D no 
YOR275C RIM20 missense E269* no 
YOR291W YPK9 missense E1231V no 
YOR301W RAX1 missense Q179H no 

YOR335C ALA1 missense K611M no 
YOR354C MSC6 missense T562R no 
YPL045W VPS16 missense V617I no 
YPL056C LCL1 missense V55L no 
YPL086C ELP3 missense L512F no 
YPL100W ATG21 missense K32N no 

YPL106C SSE1 missense L278F yes 
YPL116W HOS3 missense Q578P no 
YPL184C MRN1 missense E91Q no 
YPL249C GYP5 missense M472I no 
YPL264C None missense M273I no 
YPL272C PBI1 missense G25R no 

YPR014C None missense V39G no 
YPR029C APL4 missense H64N no 
YPR043W RPL43A missense C12S no 
YPR095C SYT1 missense Y1058N no 
YPR097W None missense V368L no 
YPR116W RRG8 missense S86* no 

YPR120C CLB5 missense D43N yes 
YPR138C MEP3 missense A26P no 
YPR173C VPS4 missense E126Q no 
YPR192W AQY1 missense F62S no 
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